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SANTA FE, NEW MEXI60. SATURDAY, JUNE 21, 1913.

INFLUENCE AND
WEALTH VS.

cases without future obstruction by
me. (Signed.)
"'JOHN' I,. McXAB."
"A Republican district attorney has
no
resigned, and I am shedding
tears," was the only comment AttorGeneral
would
ney
McReynolds
make when told that United States
District Attorney John L. McNab had
wired his resignation.
Mr. McReynolds was at the
Wood ' wheu
wedding at Brookland
informed of the affair.

HUERTA REGIME

WILSON WILLING
TO RECOMMEND
CURRENCY BILL'

ALKAN

NO. 110

PACIFIC COAST
TEACHERS CALL

ALLIES

MORE ARTICLES

ON PRESIDENT

RESTORING

FIGHT AMONG

ORDER

SELVES

POT ON FREE

Washington, D. C, June 21.
Washington, D. ('., June 21. Chris-toneWilBon has taken a (inn stand
the "liberty bells" when they
behind the Glass currency bill and
left the Pacilit: const, a party of
has told Democratic members of the
t.chool teachers from California, Washhouse banking and currency commitington and Oregon are here "doing"
tee that as under the constitution he
the national capital, and the white
lias the right to recommend specific
house police are on the alert.
to congress, he feels justiin President Wilson a former
legislation
U.
L.
JOHN
S. DISTRICT AT
RAILROAD COMMUNICATION BETWEEN fied in
M'NAB,
the measure BULGARIANS EXPECTED TO ATTACK member of their craft, ther decided SENATE DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS STILL
recommending
now before them.
to storm the white house and
STILL SEARCH
CALITORNEY FOR NORTHERN
MEXICO CITY AND NUEVO LASERVIANS AND GREEKS
ALONG early
6ILLCALI-FORNICONSIDERS
TARIFF
It was said at the While lloiiNe to
isee him, despite cabinet officers or
BODY
FOR
OF
not
state
callers.
he
would
other
HE
on
that
BECAUSE
REDO ALMOST
day
FORNIA, RESIGNS
AC
compromise
VARDAR RMR.AUSTRIA HANDS
RESTORED,
PROTESTS AGAINST TAX
the essential features of the measure.
from the
Congressional members
NAVAL ENSIGN
IS NOT ALLOWED TO PROSECUTE
CORDING TO TELLEZ.
TO
ONE
THE
conthree
concern
tnose
BRITISH.
wnicii
states, however, assured the viON BRANDY.
f.nruruiany
centration of reserves in New York
sitors that militancy was not necessary
WEALTHY WHITE SLAVERS.
Annapolis, Md., June 21. Search
nnd promised to urrauge a reception
city, and control of the money marfor the body of Ensign William
D.
for them.
ket.
TROOPS LEAVE TO
SERVIA REFOSES TO
Eillingeley, the naval aviator, who
The teachers are returning home HOUSE DOES NOT
The fight over the retirement of
aclost his life in a
RESIGNATION IS A
from
cent
two
bonds
$7110,000,000
Philadelphia, whither they went
per
promRETAKE MATAMORAS
MEET BALKAN PREMIERS to
cident off Kent Island yesterday, was
OBJECT TO CHANGES
ises to be a spirited one.
urge the appearance of the liberty
Severn!
prosecuted today.
bell at the Panama-PacifiDemocratic members of the house
SCATHING ARRAIGNMENT vigorously
exposition
A fleet of boats from the naval acain 1913.
Mexico City, Mex., June 21. The committee declare such a provision
Vienna, June 21. An attack by the
demy took up the search, moving slow,
Washington, D. C, June 21 Sen
blai"w'
have
news
of
the
of
the
federal
arrival
f,10"
the,
across the surface
Bulgarian troops" on the Servians and
of the bay
ate Democrats resumed consideration
Glass
would
say
San Francisco. June 21. TTnited ly
today
Greeks is expected on the River Var FAMOUS BURGLAR
near the spot in the sixty-foo- t
channel commander, General Joaquin Telloz or he would insist on
of the tariff bill in caucus today as
putting it. back dar, in .Macedonia,
States District Attorney John L.
where the body of the unfortunate at Nuevo Laredo has caused great in the
revised by the majority of the fiuan-- e
according to Aus-- j
but
admitted
it
had
measure,
IS GIUEN A TEN
Government supfor the district of northern Cali- young aviator plunged beneath the satisfaction here.
Irian newspapers.
committee, further reducing duties
been withdrawn over his protest.
and1
porters profess to believe that this
The
of
the
Greek
YEAR SENTENCE and enlarging the free list.
fornia, announced today that he has waters.
It
is
that
the president
understood
means
of
the
traffic
on
early opening
Lieutenant John II. Powers, who
Discussion began on the chemical
leans favorably to such a provision, Servian armies has been accomplishresigned his office. The resignation was
in the the National railway.
Billiugsley's companion
The Servians are concentrating
schedule where the Underwood rates
but other framers of the bill are re- cd.
San
21.
Owfollows an exchange
of telegrams air craft at the time
June
Francisco,
Calif.,
The report has been unofficially
of the accident,
in fortified positions on the right bank en D.
were reduced ou certain dyes used in
'Conn, the "hundred thousand
from Washington regarding the con- and whose life was saved in a man- circulated that the opening of the ported to have taken the position that of the river. Three
the manufacture of cotton and wool
brigades of Moii- - riollnr" hnrirlnr waa enfnncoil hwl-ia separate measure incorporating that
dition of the local federal prosecu- ner almost miraculous, was reported line would mean recognition of the feature can be introduced in Decem- lenegrin
en goods, while other articles, such
infantry are advancing to tpn v,,..a in n, nonilonf,,,,.lr
to be much improved at the naval present Mexican administration by
tor's office.
as creosote oil, Alazarin and cyanides
through Macedonia to join the Servian Lemg ins sixth and
ber if desired.
longest
prison
United
General
States.
Aurelio
the
this
McNab's resignation, the acceptance academy hospital
He
morning.
troops ut the front.
term in a criminal career that reach- were transferred to the free list.
of which he requested by wire, is con- had some sleep last night, and today Blanquet, the minister of war, has
In the summary of the senate
The Vardar river runs through ed from New York to the Pacific
tained in a long telegram to President had recovered to some extent from promised the cabinet that he will have THE DAY IN CONGRESS. Macedonia to the gulf of Saloniki. coast. He
changes announced yesterday, all sawconfessed
the
burglary ed boards of cedar and cabinet woods
Wilson. McNab says in the message the shock to his nerves and was In a the railroad running before the end
The Bulgarians occupy the country with which he was charged.
that he feels forced to resign because calmer frame of mind. Every indica- of this month.
to have been transferred
while the Ser
the
left
bank
Senate.
along
Conn's
was
specialty
daylight burg- appeared
To the north of Monterey the railtilt orders from the attorney
general tion, the doctors said, pointed to his
vians and Greeks hold the positions laries. Posing as a wealthy ' man of from the house free list to the dutiMet
noon.
at
tiling his hands in the; prosecution of recovery, fie is very sore and terri- road is open to Golondrinas, ninety
able list. The reverse was the case,
Senator Clarke, of Arkansas, pre from the opposite side.
leisure, he lived in fashionable hotels the ten
i
miles south of Nuevo Laredo. North
'white slave cases bly bruised
the
per cent duty of the house
to
a
sented
bill
his
on
and
coast
the
regulate
lobbying.
operations
and the indictments against officials
of San Luis Potosi it is open almost
bill having been stricken off entirely
Be
Would
Futile.
to
Passed
concurrent
resolution
for
have
him
netted
Meeting
$100,000.
joint
of the Western Fuel company.
to Venegas. Between there and
by the senate committee.
Belgrade, Servia, June 21. The Ser- He was shot in the leg and crippled
in the state of Conhuila, howev session with house Monday to hear
He states he received orders to ESCAPED CONUICT
Chairman Simmons announced when
life
he
when
was
for
Wilson's
on
address
President
curren vian government is said to have decidcaptured.
postpone action in these cases
er, many bridges have been cut.
by
caucus recessed at noon that the
the
IS
SENTENCED
Conn's
senrecord includes prison
ed to inform Russia that in view of
General Gustavo Mass, with a col cy.
telegraph yesterday, and in spite of
partly
in Philadelphia, Cleveland, chemical schedule had been
FOR MURDER umn of federal troops recently sent Democratic caucus took up tariff the Bulgarian attitude on the River tences
his protest and statement to the attorconsidered and that nothing had been
New
Milwaukee
bill.
York,
and
Chicago
in
Vardar
and
the
in
s
Vene-gaefforts to tamper
dispute,
territory
ney general that
from the capital, has reached
changed. Later in the day, delibera
with government
Adjourned at 1:41 p. m. until noon a meeting of the premiers of the Bal- and several daring escapes.
witnesses in the Rock Island, 111., June 21. Clyde
and is operating from there.
tion was resumed.
kan states at St. Petersburg would be
cases had been made.
General Joaquin Tellez reported to- Monday,
Protests from California were reStratton, the convict who escaped
"In bitter humiliation of spirit," the from the Federal
House,
futile.
ceived today against the proposed reprison at Fort Leav- day that he has had seven fights with
CHARGED
WITH
Not in session, meets Monday.
message says, "1 am compelled to enworth, by going through a sewer, the. rebels between Villa Lama, in
peal of the special limitation tax of
ARSON. J. H. ETHEL
acknowledge what I have heretofore was found guilty of the murder of J. the state of Nuevo Leon and Nuevo
Complain of Health Conditions.
1S90 on brandies used in fortifying
nameto
refused
believe,
indignantly
L. Crowder, a banker of Silvia, Illinois, Laredo, in the state of Tamaulipas.
wines. California wine producers deVienna, June 21. An Interpellation
DIES IN FLAMES clared
ly, that the department of justice is and
occurred
was introduced in parliament today
was fixed at four- The heaviest engagement
that to compel them to pay the
punishment
yielding to influence which will crip- teen years in Joilet penitentiary, by two days ago when the federal troops
full internal revenuo tax on brandies
asking about health conditions in ScuOroville, Wash., June 21 J. If. will make it impossible for them to
ple and destroy the usefulness of this a jury in the circuit court which re- succeeded in recapturing the town
tari.
office."
The introducer asserted that semi- - Ethel, charged with arson, success- compete with foreign nations in manported this morning after being out of Lampazos in Nuevo Leon, after inMaury I, Diggs, former state archi- 42 hours.
mummified fully defied .the efforts of a sheriff's ufacturing sweet wines.
flicting great losses on the rebels.
Decomposed and half
tect, and Drew Caminetti, a son of
Stratton was one of the three rob
Three boatloads of troops are exChanges by the senate finance comwere still posse to take him alive last night. The
soldiers
Turkish
corpses pf
former State Senator A. Caminetti, of bers who attacked the banker last pected to leave Tampico and v'era
unlmried in the vicinity of the fortress officers set fire to his home after rid- mittee will not meet any serious ob
Jackson, Calif., who recently was ap- December, from the effects of which Cruz tomorrow for Bagdad, the river
GO
and asked the governmeit to compel dling it with bullets. Ethel body was jection from the house leaders, Mafound in the ruins. One deputy was jority Leader Underwood said today.
pointed commissioner of immigration injuries the man died a month later. port on the Rio Grande, where they
"the
negligent commander of ScuThe bill as presented to the Dem
by President Wilson, eloped to Reno, Stratton was arrested at Streator, 111., are to disembark and start a camto fulfill the duties demanded by fatally wounded and another serioustari"
caucus of the senate," he said.
Nevada, last winter with two high a few days after getting away from paign against the town of Matamoras.
ocratic
ly hurt by Ethel's return fire.
civilization
and
humanity.
FORTY
BOOSTERS
ALBUQUERQUE
school girls of Sacramento, leaving Fort Leavenworth,
where he was
Ethel, a saw mill owner, was charg- "is satisfactory In a large measure.
Alleged Spies Freed.
The attack was aimed at Vice Ad
their (wives and" babies behind them. serving five years for robbing the post- - Washington, D. C, June 21. VenARRIVE HERE AT EIGHT LAST miral Cecil Burney,
of the British ed with arson and jumped his bond.. None of the amendments is of a na.
ture
,fa.m.e!; serious
nstlanb Curranza, leader of the con-- '
They vyere brought back to' California, ttoWce at MeCooVlnd."
disagreement,
who as senior officer of "tile inter- - 3'he posse pursued Uiw to, his lior-navy,
withand indictments found against the
stitutionalist forces in Mexico, teleNIGHT, MEET WITH LOCAL MEN rational tleet which blockaded
the 2 miles away, he turned his family The bill, if passed by the senate
men uder the Mann while slave act.
out of doors and stood off the officers out further material alteration, will,
graphed the agents here today that
SECRETARY MeADOO'S SCN
coast
Balkan
the
during
,
AND START HOME AT 5. A. M. Montenegrin
The Wssage to the president, folwith a rifle until they set fire to the I believe, speedily become a law,"
MARRIES MISS McCORMICK. C, H. Rippetteau and Henry Crump-terwar, commands the international force
two Americans under arrest in
lows:
building.
TODAY.
'
occupying Scutari.
NUMEROUS NOMINATIONS
with being Huerta
"Woodro,w Wilson.
Washington, D. C, June 21. Off- his camp, charged
MADE BY PRESIDENT.
freed at Eagle Pass
"President of the United States,
icial Washington
BILL WOULD ABOLISH
today made
early spies, would be
to Disband,
Refuse
Washington, D. C, June 21. Presi"Washington, D. C. preparation to descend on Baltimore today.
THE
FRANKING
PRIVILEGE.
Ser21.
June
The
Sofia,
Bulgaria,
DETAILS OF THE FOURTH
dent Wilson today made the following
Battle Resumed.
"I have the honor to tender . my to attend the wedding of Francis H.
vian minister here handed to the Bulnominations:
Douglas, Ariz., June 21. An official
D.
resignation as United States attorney McAdoo, son of tRe secretary of the
21.
C.
The
,,Tune
Washington,
garian government today the reply
Consul at Basel, Switzerland, Philip
OF JULY ROAD RACE to
for the northern district of California, treasury, and Miss Ethel McCormick message from Governor Pequira today
the Bulgarian note rejecting the franking privilege which costs the Holland of Tennessee.
of
or- of that
the
battle
Ortiz,
begun
stated
to take effect nhnKjdfatefy.
city.
government millions of dollars a year,
proposals for demobilization.
John D. O'Rear of Missouri, minisdered by the attorney general over
President Wilson, Secretary and Thursday, had been resumed. The
would be wiped out by a bill proposed
ter to Bolivia.
Didier
arForty-odwar
boosters
rebel
by
autumn
to
piloted
aeroplane,
Mrs.
until
Albuquerque
postpone
my protest
Bryan, Secretary and Mrs. Lane,
Official
Senator
by
today
Kenyon.
Henry Van Dyke of New Jersey,
the trials of Maury Diggs and Drew and a number of others were booked Masson, the French aviator, did much rived here last evening In the auto DRASTIC ACTION
stamps will be issued to government minister to the Netherlands and
for a hideous as passengers of the special car chart execution among the federals, it is caravan from the Duke City, met with
Caminetti, indicted
who
be
would
to
oificials,
NECESSARY.
required
said. Pesttuiera asserted the Huerta
crime which has ruined two girls and ered to carry them to the nuptials.
the Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce
give strict account of their use.
could
and
was
surrounded
Register of land office at Glasgow,
commander
in
REPORT
McAdoo
left
earlier
shocked the moral sense of the peoSecretary
Testimony in the lobby investiga- Mont., Thos. R. Jones.
auto enthusiasts, made tentative
and
cut
he
unless
not
through
away
to
get
order
for
the
of
I
California
have
and this after
prepare
reception
ple of
tion showed that in one instance,
Receiver of public moneys, same
plans for the big Aibuquerque-Sant- a
advised the department of Justice that the president and his colleagues in the lines of the constitutionalists.
D. C, June 21. Gov
AVashinglon,
sugar
interests, under Senator Lodge's place, Edward C. Hargadine.
the
to
message,
Masson, according
Fe endurance road race on July 4th, ernor General Forbes of the Philip- frank circulated at the
attempts have been made to corrupt the cabinet. The party will return
government's
Postmaster at
Wichita, Kansas,
dropped one bomb that killed fifty-tw- and were most of them back in Albuthe government witnesses, and friends tonight.
pines, in a cablegram received today expense, mail matter which would John II. Shields.
men. These and a hundred othof the deefndants are publicly boastquerque by the time the average by the insular bureau with reference have otherwise cost them $10,000 in
Commissioner of patents, Thos. Ew-iner federal dead, together with seven- Santa
Fean started down town for the to the recent capture of the Moro postage.
ing that the wealth and political prom
wounded
Jr., New York.
dead
and
rebel
seventy
ty
inence of the defendants' relatives SYMPATHETIC
STRIKE were brought to Hermosillo on a mili- day.
stronghold of Bagsak on the island of
First assistant commissioner of pat
will procure my hand to be stayed
Although it was a little late in starti- Jolo says:
ents, Robert T. Frazier of Tennessee.
tary train today.
ng, due to the delayed arrival of the
"It is my firm conviction that Brig PELKEY TRIAL IS STILL
through influence at Washington.
MAY BE CALLED
the
was
"In these cases, two girls were
Albuquerque party,
meeting
adier General Pershing exhausted all
PAINTING SOLD FOR 56
take'.- - from cultured homes, bullied
short, snappy and a great deal of en- the virtues of his patience before takARRANGING FOR
CENTS WORTH FORTUNE.
thusiasm and information concerning ing the last drastic action of proceedand Irightened in the face of their pro-fe- e
UNFINISHED
Vancouver, B. C, June 21. A paintCROWD
WHEN
the big race was turned loose.
Into going to a foreign state, CONSTRUCTION WORK FROM MAINE TO
ing against the outlaws with armed
ing which recently sold for fifty-si. H. H.
Dorman, president of the forces; that this action was necessary
were ruined and debauched by the deTALKS
WILSON
cents
is ou its way to the national
CALIFORNIA MAY
BE TIED
IF
UP,
chamber of commerce, called the meet in the interest of good government
fendants who abandoned their wives
Melbourne,
LENGTHY ARGUMENT BETWEEN COUNSEL gallery in London from
to
B.
orded
A.
at
and
asked
9:10,
ing
he
has handled the situation
and that
and Infants to commit the crime.
CHICAGO UNION BUILDERS
DO NOT
Australia, today for confirmation of
Washington, D. C, June 21. Elab- Renehan to welcome the visitors and with
OVER
DISTINCTION
BETWEEN
PRIZE the belief of the owner that it is worth
"On receipt of attorney general's
sagacity and skill. I hope that
orate preparations are being made to introduce
GET THEIR DEMANDS.
Mayor D. K. B. Sellers of this will be the end of all trouble in
$200,000 or over.
Experts in Meltelegram, I prepared my resignation to
FIGHT AND BOXING MATCH.
on Monday, when President
prevent
Albuquerque, who is one of the mov- that Island.
take effect at the conclusion of the
bourne, says a cablegram from there,
Wilson delivers his currency mess- ing
spirits ot the race.
have declared it a genuine Rubens.
trial of the Western Fuel directors and
Chicago, 111., June 21. Threat of a age to congress, the push and crowdIn Mr. Sellers' talk he gave the de $250 to complete the purse.
The canvas, known as "Thisbe and
Calgary, Alberta, June 21. Several
the J. C. Wilson stock brokers cases, coast to coast strike in sympathy ing In the corridors of the capitol that
tails of the proposed endurance conThe cars will leave Albuquerque and medical experts were prepared to tes Pyramus," now is the property of Dr.
both of which I had instituted and with the Chicago union men locked marked the
reading of a previous test more fully than they had ever every ten minutes thereafter, and will
in support of the centention of A. J. Summors, of Australia, who pur
which I wished to bring to a success- out by the Building Construction Em- message, in which the
president shat- before been made public, and his talk leave Santa Fe about 2:30 and every tify
the defense that Luther McCarty did chased it from a Melbourne
vender
ful conclusion.
Before I could send ployers association was made today tered recent precedent.
was received with profound attention. ten minutes thereafter, until all are not die from a blow to the
jaw, when recently for $250. The vender said he
my resignation. I received
another by Simon O'Donnell, president of the
The order has gone out that each In brief he said that it was
on their way. When the cars pass the trial of Arthur Pelkey on a had paid fifty-sicents for it originaltelegram from the department order- building trades council. According to senator and representative will have a good roads proposition, primarily
and that Domingo, both going
and coming, charge of manslaughter was resumed ly. Dr. Summors was so much imin
cities one ticket to the gallery and no
ing me to postpone the case against O'Donnell, union men
the agitation for the race had their passing will be phoned to both here today.
pressed with the work that he placed
certain defendants of the Western throughout the country are awaiting more. It will be a case of "no ticket, already
resulted In a movement to improve the Santa Fe and Albuqurque head
did not take drugs before it before experts and now seeks conMcCarty
iB'uel company and not to try them un- his word to drop their tools and tie no seat." It is
r
num-Leexpected that a
the road between the two cities.
He quarters of the race.
the fistic contest of May 21. which end firmation of their report.
less ordered by the department.
of members of the cabinet will be praised very highly the road work-noup the construction work of the naThe details of the finish line at San- ed in his death, nor did he ever take
T
"In hitter humiliation of sniHt urn tion.
on the floor of the house to hear the
the
state
done
by
being
highway ta Fe, the Santa Fe judges and timers drugs before entering the ring, ac SUFFRAGETTE SENTENCED
"All that is necessary is just the president address congress and it is commisison in the
compelled to acknowledge what I have
were left to the Santa Fe Promotion cording to the testimony of William
vicinity of
TUESDAY, RELEASED TODAY.
heretofore indignatly refused to be- word from Chicago," said O'Donnell. almost certain that the diplomatic
committee which president Dorman McCarney, McCartys manager.
Mc- June 21. 111 health arising
London,
the
unions
from
"I
have
heard
that
on
the
as
was
of
be
it
leading
lieve, namely,
crowded,
department
gallery will
Concerning the race he said it was named immediately after Mayor Sel- Carney was called to the witness from a "hunger strike" resulted today
offered
have
to
and
which
influence
they
the previous occasion.
justice is yielding
This committee con- - stand and questioned by the jurors U the release of Miss Laura Geraldine
open to New Mexico owned cars, with ler's speech.
will cripple and destroy the usefulness They feel, as we do, that we have
a
tread and not more than sists of Thomas Doran, William G. jas was Dr. Chambers, who declared Lennox, formerly editor of the Sufoi this office. I cannot consent to oc- been badly treated. If the word goes WALLI3 ISLAND NOW
An entry of a steam Sargent. Charles Closson, John Pflue-'tha- t
four cylinders.
the wound found on McCarty's fragette, who was sentenced to sis
BELONGS TO FRANCE. ear had been turned down from
cupy this position as- - a mere auto- out, work will stop from San Francisger and John B. McManus.
jaw was recent and that it was not months' imprisonment by the central
co
to
Maine.
or
innocence
have
and
the
maton
guilt
and an entry from Amarillo and
This committee met today and will caused after death. This ended the criminal court on June 17 for
conspir"We are hesitating here. Tieing up
Vancouver, B. C, June 21. The another from El Paso had also been start to work immediately to raise the case for the crown.
of rich and powerful defendants who'
ing to commit malicious damage ta
counso
much
would
work
the
cripple
Wallls Islands, which lie to the north refused because thev wpre from with- have been indicted by unbiased grand
and also name the local officials
contest
at
arena
Whether
the
the
We will hold out until the last of Tonga, or
and make all necessary arrangements near here May 21 was a prize fight property.
Friendly Islands, in thejout the state.
jurors on overwhelming evidence de- try.
termined in Washington on represen- minute before taking such drastic Pacific ocean, have been annexed by The entrance fee will be $25, and for this end of the line.
or simply a boxing bout caused a live
Various other Albuquerque visitors ly tilt between counsel during which BALLOONISTS REPORT
France, according to a special cable- already there are nine entries, with
tations on behalf of the defendants action."
THEIR SAFE LANDING.
more.
six
five
or
of
'talked and a number of Santa Feans the jury waB excluded.
without notice to me.
gram received here today from Fiji the possibility
Philadelphia, Pa.. June 21 The
The message states that, the natives of The motor enthusiasts of Gallup in- - were heard. It was suggested that the
"I seem unable to convey to the PROHIBITION BY
The defense argued that there was balloon
II, which asthe Islands were induced to petition tend to place a car in the race as do: rut near the fence corner where the! no evidence of a prize" fight which on cended Pennsylvania
department the understanding of the
here yesterday afternoon
AMENDMENT
The
Raton.
of
the
entries
road
autoists
Cerrillos
the
leaves
to
which
convert
different
occasions
in
the
Albuquerque
this
the
Canada
three
situation
French
of
the
government
seriousness
with three occupants, for whom some
established into close on the evening of .Tune 28th and road be repaired, as striking it at full! had been held to mean a fight until
action will leave this office. If the dePROPOSED i.rotectorate already
was
landed safely
apprehension
occurs
liable
was
1st.
to
the
June
for
turn
car
a
over,
places
the
speed
contestants surrendered at Lakewood, N. J.,felt,
drawing
This was granted and
annexation.
0ne of
partment in the future has to review
last night. Nothrun
race
licensed
and
will
be
this
The
and
will
done.
be
probably
from disablement or exhaustion,
the French flag now lies over the
the finding of grand juries and nullify
had been heard from the balloon-ist- s
Washington, D. C, June 21. A conunder the auspices of the American j The Albuquerque motorists were
The crown counsel contended that ing after their ascension until noon
their indictments, then this office stitutional
to prohibit the
amendment
H.
!a
Automobile
W.
association,
Hahn, escorted into Santa Fe by a delegation
prize fight was a fight in which the today.
might as well be abolished for its "sale, manufacture and
in eight Santa Fe cars, and because fists were the weapons
importation MISSIONARY CLIMBS TO
being the A. A. A. representative.
of attack
functions will have ceased to exist. of distilled liquor
It is planned to offer prizes of $500 of a break down to one of the Albu- whether gloved or not. He declared INCREASED RATES ASKED
containing alcohol,
TOP OF MT. McKINLEY.
"Neither my sense of honor nor pub- except for mechanical,
scientific and
for the first, $300 for the second, and Iqnerque cars the caravan did not ar- - that it had been announced in all parts
BY EASTERN RAILROADS.
lic duty can permit me thus fo destroy medicinal
car in the race, the .rive until about eight o'clock.
purposes," was proposed toof the world that the fight between
D. C, June 21. On its
21. Arch- $200 for the third
Washington,
June
Wash.,
Seattle,
the prestige of this office.
day by Senator Works.
to
time from leaving Albuquerque
those in the trip from Albu McCarty and Pelkey was for the own initiative the interstate commerce
Among
the
Hudson
deacon
and
Stuck,
Episcopal the finish line at Santa Fe, and the
"With profound respect
regret
The amendment would allow three
querque yesterday were Mayor D. K. world's white heavyweight champion- commission today began an inquiry
that such a step is necessary I have years for adjustment of the liquor missionary who set out from Fair- time from leaving Santa Fe to the B.
Sellers, City Attorney John Lewis, ship.
into the application of the fifty-twthe honor in view of my absolute in- business before It became effective. banks, Alaska, several months ago to finish line at Albuquerque to count in
Chief Justice Harvey made no rul- eastern railroads for increased freight
City Clerk H. C. Roebl, City Engineer
ability to agree with the department, Senator Works said "ho had become elimb Mount McKinley reached the determining the winner's time.
Of J. W. Gladding,
Assistant Engineer ing on this point, but refused to grant rates. The commission denied the apto ask that I be by wire immediately convinced "that the only way to deal summit of the highest peak of " the this
chair- the plea of Attorney Smith that the plication of the roads to
prize money, Albuquerque will Dennie Chaves, E. C. Butler,
the
mnuntain Jflinn 7.. noonrrilncr
in
a
.
relieved from duty in order that the effectually with the nig traffic is to j o-arrant
a
guarantee $500; ten entrance fees will man of the Bernalillo county road case be taken from the Jury. The jury old "advance rate case" of two years
cable
received
here make $250 more, and Santa Fe will be
dispatch
department of justice may be per- prohibit the manufacture or impor- private
was
recalled
and
then
for
witnesses
ago. Hearings for railroads and shipI
mitted to carry out its policy in these tation of Intoxicating liquors."
today.
asked to raise in the neighborhood of
(Continued on page four).
the defense were called.
pers will begin this fall.
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PACE TWO
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Good Old Potatoes
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Fancy Egg
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" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

TAOS

Several Years.
Legs and Arms
Worst. Parts Burnt Like Fire.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment
Cured Completely. Skin Smooth.

COUN-

GREAT PROMISE

INSTALLED.

175 East Bt., San Francisco; Cal. "I
Taos county is one of the richest
mineral counties in the state, and ac- used the Cuticura Remedies while In business In San Francisco before the earthquake
RESOLVED
cording to the oid Spanish records it
and flro. I was a terrible
is especially rich in its placers.
the: 501ARE PETAL
sufferer from eczema for
The Spaniards were very good
several years. I had it all
IHS-JUS- T
over my body exenrt my
miners and took out large amounts of
neck
and
hands,
my
the precious metals, making the
legs and amis bugs tho
Indians do the work and treating
jIVe
worst. I had to pu tock- them with great severity.
This re-- I
alKht
lugs on my hands
deal-w- e
suited in the rebellion of 1090, when
to keep from scratching,
J onI
,
whraimw, rIM emntj)l
lndlllllB drove tne Spaniards out of
the country, and to be safe about the tli" parts burnt like flro. My limbs got so
IN THC A1AR.KET
mines not being worked again in all lii.il that from my ankles to my knees there
a particle of skin on them, and the
were
traces
the
of
workings
possible
flesh itself turned perfectly blue and raw,
tovt,red up und done K0 effectually that continually throwing off a moisture, and I
tbe best mines they worked in the hail to koep them wrapped In oiled silk cloth,
to 'VP my underclothes from sticking fast
slate have never been found.
THE SQUARE DEAL PAYS "Y OU KNOW IT."
YOU'LL GET IT
to i. y limbs.
Mr. Cecil A. Deane, a Colorado min
" I tried all kinds of ointments,
FROM US WE KNOW IT, AND YO ULL KNOW IT, TOO, IF YOU BUY
Taos
summer
in
a
ing expert,, spent
, and a thousand others, and took
and all kinds of internal medicine but with no YOUR HARDWARE FROM US. WE DON'T EXPECT TO SUCCEED BY
county studying its placers,
HIGH PRICES FOR PO OR GOODS, BUT KNOW WE CAN
states that to the northwest of the relief. Then I bathed my body with Cuti- CHARGING BY
SELLING THE BEST FOR A FAIR AND HONEST PRICE.
SUCCEED
Taos pueblo there is a tract of ground cura Soap and kept it anointed with CutiIF YOU DOUBT IT,
ANYBODY CAN SAY THIS WE CA N PROVE IT.
is now as smooth
skin
and
cura
Ointment
my
N. B Write, tn ; Udifs' Advisory Drel..
the
all
where
five
three
miles
by
Medicine Co.. Cliaitannora, Tenn.,for tpmixi
a a baby's. They cured me completely.'!. COME IN IF YOU BELIEVE IT, CO ME IN IF YOU KNOW IT, COME IN,
TreaUMB
of
none
'Home
than
book.
stones,
Inxlrurtvim. and
larger
Harry A. Jones, Feb. 10, 1912.
far Women," sent la plain wrapper, on requsal.
a cubic foot, are piled in parallel rows (Signed)
A single cake of Cuticura Soap and box of
WOOD-DAVI- S
bout 2 feet apart, one to four feet Cuticura Ointment are often sufficient when
.
high, and that where the ground has all else has failed. Cuticura Soap (25c.) and
IT."
HAVE
WE
HARDWARE
14.
"IF
IT'S
not been worked gold can be found in Ointment (.50c.) are sold by druggists and PHONE
GREAT PLANS FOR
Sample of each mailed
the gravel. The writer has been there dealers everywhere.
Skin Book. Address postfree, with 32-EDUCATIONISTS and seen this place, and once when card
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
Tendcr-faced
passing there with a Pueblo Indian
men should use Cuticura
him who did it and for what pur-- Soup Shaving Stick, 25c, Sample free.
Sa.lt Lake City, June 21. Every de-- i
niiwmont nf thp Vat nnnl Kducation puse. anu received uie very aausiai:- Association will be ready to receive lory answer or no sane.
the thousands of delegates when they Mr. Deane also states that along the
ACRES MORE
arrive here July a tor me six aays orrao uranue ana us inuuiuneg Mining
.
;
conven-of
A.
means
X.
t
E.
annual
K
ground
operations by
BE IRRIGATED
the
to 1080,
ling were carried on from
Mcal committees and national
that where the Taos joins the Rio
Ueming, N. M., June 21. Henry
cers or tne association nave oeeu
evidences or tlielr woruings MacRoberts has
just completed an irnanai-ortor
an
in
of
the
in
ruins
seen
arrangements
plainly
operating
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
well for V. S. Hillis, two miles
rigation
and
these
convention
the
tort anQ tueir nearly filled up
big
ing
and miia8. and tn.,t in receut years Amer-wel- l northeast of Doming. Thirty acres
will be completed
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporwill be put under irrigation this year.
in hand before the advance guard ic!U
ve foiiowpa oar mining on .UacKoberts
tant part. Tbe grandfather would
has moved his well rig to
of delegates arrives. Indications are these streams. He further states that
M.
miles
nine
land
ihe
of
Mrs.
Raithel,
that attendance at the convention there is in the archives of the Mexican
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- will be large. More than 10,0(10 visitors capital a document dated prior to the south of town and is putting down a
ern home and why all
iignt f ro
are expected in Salt Lake City for the rebellion of JfiXO, made by the gover test hole to determine the location of
strata. As
ihe best
week.
make the home more homelike to make
nor
auiua. re, annul uus opamsu
,.,
thl- - .WrmJnn.
h,... ha. mnHo
Convention activities will center vice hi
.
.
.
to furnish an armed escort
royal
n
fl
of
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
about Temple Square, in the heart
to
of gold dust val-- l
a
0I Welithe city. In Temple Square is the ,.r,Aconvey shipment
n
.i IUM nnn f
for father, mother and children. Oood light
" Ul
lu""
Mrs. Chas. W. Elliott and sister,
great Mormon Tabernacle which will
sucn
ano
me
mac
10
capnai,
iiss Gallagher, returned this evening
house the general sessions of the con couniy
that la easy on the eyes is very much to be
were furnished and the ship-- ;
vention. The Tabernacle has a seat- troops
from Bluefield, W. Va., where they
ment safely made,
desired.
went three weeks ago accompanying
ing capacity of 10.000 and is one of
In
some
have
recent
attempts
years
In
most
auditoriums
remarkable
the
the remains of Mr. Elliott who died
10 wo"1 lUB Rio Grande
the world. In this building. Governor
here in Doming.
some
while
and
Placers,
prospectors
William Snrv. of Utah. Mavor Samuel
Mrs. J. G. Cooper and two "children
have
worked
made
and
good wages,
C. Park, of Salt Lake City, and others
left
Denting this afternoon for Stan1.
main
able to put
will welcome the N. E. A. hosts and none of them
a'
ton, Texas, where they will spend a
Utah's most noted singers will wel-- ! chinery to work on a large scale, and month
visiting relatives.
icome them in song. A concert will be were also hampered by the claims of
W.
O.
Grace is expecting two carconas
the
of
first
(he
of
many parties claiming
ground
the
a feature
day
vention, the concert to include num- land grants. These claims are now loads of automobiles next week, one
and one car of
out of the way, allowing the ground to car of
bers on the famous Tabernacle
Mr. Grace is agent for
Mitchells.
bt worked for its gold,
A few months
some parties in these cars and will keep them stored
Convention headquarters of the rC.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
E. A. will be in the Hotel Utah, direct- this city secured some of the very best in the new Borderland Garage on Gold
IENT
as
to touch the button and
These of this placer ground and organised avenue.
ly opposite Temple Square.
Dr. E. S. Milford has purchased a
headquarters will be open for days be- and incorporated the Round Hill
stove is ready to cook ypui
your
fore the convention begins, with V. W. 1 lacer Gold company to work it. The new Ford car from Fred Sherman.
iron ready to use, your toasted
Mrs. Ben Larson returned from Sili?
Springer .secretary of the X. E. A., ground comes down right to the wair. charge. Registration office for dele- ter's edge at almost an
45
been
where
ver
she
has
of
visiting
City,
vacuhurried
it
for
angle
the
your
breakfast,
ready
gates will be located in a down-towdegrees. The first 50 feet in elevation for two weekB.
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
f
mercantile building, two and
W. E. MacAnton, of New York City,
is a sand "bed rock," above which is
blocks down Main street from Temple over 100 feet of
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat
gold gravel which was is prospecting in the valley.
Square. In connection with this regis- formerly an old bed of the river, and
J. H. Taylor, father of Park Taylor,
rooms. Electricity will do every thint
ed
tration office will be a complete exhi- dips into the hill at a
has returned from several months'
angle.
slight
for
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
bition of educational work in Utah.
to visit to Rochester, X. Y.
Prospecting shows this ground
information bureaus for the benefit can-' good paying values.
A. H. Elliott, of Denver, Colo., is
To carry
day aid night' Estimates and full Infor
ft
of visitors will be in the Hotel Utah or
a view to
with
to
the
over
in
on
order
water
mation cheeerfully given.
the
looking
valley
gravel
put
Uniand all the railroad stations.
to investing.
has
work
tho
it
company
planned
formed X. E. A. guides will meet all
R. M. Hammond, of Kansas City, Is
pump water up to the gravel with a
trains.
very large engine using distillate as prospecting in Deming this week.
R. E. Welden.
of San Antonio,
fuel, instead of going up the river 10
or 15 miles and conducting the water Texas, is here investigating the re-THREE BAGS OF
that distance in a ditch or sluice, a sources of the Mimbres valley.
GOLD WORRYING
method that involves a very large outII
OUR UNCLE SAM lay both for putting in the ditch and
keeping it in order.
THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
Hefore ordering machinery the comWashington, June 21. More than
"It is a wiso precaution against
to
on
as
had
Says:
PHONE 85 MAIN.
the
ground passed
half a ceniury ago Uncle Sam was pany
holes In delicate hosiery to powhanded tim bags of gold worth about value and availability for working by getting
some of the very best mining experts. der the shoes before putting them on."
S
$(00, and he is still holding them;
AND
famous ami-- !
some thirty years ago he was handed They reported the ground, at an ultra Many people sprinkle the
into
Allen's
FACTOR1 YOQ:
a bag of valuable silver bullion,, and conservative valuation, to carry 25 septic powder,
SWASTIKA LUMP
shoes, and find that It saves its cost
the owner has left it with him ever cents in gold to the cubic yard, and as the
OLD
SAWED
LUMP
over in keeping holes from hos
; cents a yard is considered a high ten times
since.
WOOD
und
friction
ns
well
as
CORD
iery
lessening
COAL
The gold and silver has been a great ""mate for working placer ground, it consequent
smarting and aching of the
ave a good fair margin of profit,
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
nuisance to the accounting officers of wi
feet.
the federal government, who know not Most of the pannings show much high-whMontezuma Avenue, near A. T-- , & S. F. Railroad Depot.
to do with it, and Comptroller er values than this, while one report
of the Treasury Downey has just de- - wade some time ago by an expert,
puts the value at over fl.oO per yard.
cided it is a problem for congress.
In an effort to clear the accounts, In California gravels carrying only 6
Nation-Wid- e
cents a yard are worked at a profit,
George E. Roberts, director of the
this
an
such
while
old
as
is,
channel,
NOVELTY WORKS.
mint, applied to the Comptroller to
know if ho could cover it into the often carries many dollars a cubic
104
104
Galisteo Street
treasury to the credit of the men who yard.
One of the experts, who has "turned
presented it. The comptroller holds
such a course would require an act down" several New Mexico properties,
Makes Fly Screens that fit.
the ground said:
after examining
of congress.
Porch Screens giving comfort.
In 1836 It. .1. Peters brought $127.S7 "You have an ideal location and every
From Maine to California,
1
success.
condition
is
for
favorable
Franto
worth of gold bullion to the San
Step Ladders that last.
from the Canadian northwest
cisco mint; in 1S5S Joseph Baker pre have been surprised at the pannings.
morning,
every
Florida,
Fly Traps that catch.
sunny
Round Trip Fare
J. M I had no idea you had such ground."
sented $333.27, and in 1863
every evening, every day, the
Furniture
right.
FROM SANTA FE
your
Repairs
The firm furnishing the machinery
Each
Shouter handed over $156.96.
news of the world is told in the
was given a receipt and told to come wrote the company that where a plant
Upholsters.
land
the
newspapers which dot
Dates of Sale, June 22. 23 and
back for a told certificate as soon as is installed under first class expert sufrom ocean to ocean.
does this and and many more 24.
In
fact,
keturn Limit, 10, days
a
no
is
of
there
value
the
possibility
pervision
the government ascertained
from date of sale.
things in exchange for real money.
;
It is almost impossible to conof the bullion.
They have never re failure.
One of the most favorable things in
ceive the tremendous power of
turned.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA FE. N. M.
Telephone 157 W.
Informing the public, which Is
regard to the company's ground is
All
Work Guaranteed.
Prices Reasonable.
that all indications bliow that at the
thus combined in these daily
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
- - NEW MEXICO.
purveyors of the world's news.
SANTA FE,
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas place where work is starting was one
CA5H.
TERM5
In no way dissociated from
0: the places formerly worked by the
county, ss.
this great national force for
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he Spaniards. A piece of ground about
evidence
250
feet
every
deep,
gives
J.
F.
spreading news is an equally
firm
of
is senior partne. of the
as a placer,
strong force for disseminating
Cheney & Co., doing business in the of having been worked
were first class
advertising information.
City of Toledf
bounty and State and as the Spaniards
1
aforesaid, ano cnat said firm will pay miners they would never have worked
Those manufacturers who
,NEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- such a large piece of ground if it did
want to create a widespread deLocal Agents for
LARS for each and every case of Ca- not pay to do so.
mand, and who want a larger
1000
to
work
at
least
The
are
plans
use
tarrh that cannot be cured by the
distribution for their products
yards a day, and if the values only run
StofccV&rmcke
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
recognize the influence of the
25
a
to
cents
it
the
estimate of
yard
FRANK J. CHENEY.
tell
their
and
story
newspaper
a "Elastic" Bookcase
Sworn to before me and subscribed will make very good profits for Its
constantly in a dozen, a hunin my presence, this Gth day of De- owners. Its location is such that this
and Desk combined.
dred, or a thousand cities and
city will he the point of supply, and
cember, A. D. 1SSC.
towns simultaneously.
live
owners
here.
the
of
trie
k
A Desk Unit with fev or
majority
F"
A. W. GLEASON,
i
(Seal.)
y many Book Units as desired.
sold
Makers of nationally
No person need hesitate to take
j6?"
Notary Public
combination
Tbe
only perfect
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intern- Foley Kidney Pills on the ground that
j ,
goods are realizing more and
r- desk ana boosTstc ever mads.
Ikt.
more every day that the daily
ally and acts directly upon the blood they know not what is In them. Foley
I
. ImKw
.
convenient
attrao
Roomy,
t
and mucous surfaces of tbe system. & Co. guarantee them to be a pure
newspaper offers a more ecothre. We want to ibow you
mmSSSLL
efficient
more
nomical and
Send for testimonials, free.
its advantages and pesat- ,
curative medicine, specially prepared
bUitki. CiU, writs ot (boor
V J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
means of creating actual de,
for kidney and bladder ailments and
S
us abort it.
mand than any other advertisSold by all Druggists, 75c.
irregularities. They do not contain
ing medium.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- habit forming drugs. Try them. The
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HARDWARE

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Penderjrrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long,
Of this place. In a recent letter, says:
"For five or sia years, 1 suffered agon,
lea with womanly troubles.
Often, I couldn't sit up more than a
few minutes at a time, and If I stood
on my feet long, I would faint.
I took Cardul. and it helped me Immediately. Now, I can do my work all
the time, and don't suffer like111 IIndid."
any
Take Cardul when you feel
vay weak, tired, miserable,a or underthe weather. Cardul is
sirenguDuaing ionic found to relieve
pain and
it has been
distress caused by womanly troubles,
and is an exeei;ont medicine to have on
hand at all times.
Cardul nets on the womanly const!oucue....,
up
wouiumj
tution, cunning
tonins up the nerves, and regulating
the womanly organs.
Its half century of success Is due to
merit. It has done good to thousands.
Will vou try it? It may be just what
you need. Ask your druggist about
Cardul. He will recommend it,

INTERESTED

CITIZENS

TY WHICH

meumBjui.

40.

IPIBIOICTEi

1

Fl

MACHINERY

85c Per Cwt.

TERRIBLE SUFFERER

COMPANY

GOLD

FAINT

Mrs. Delia Long Unable to Stand
On Her Feet More Than a Few
Minutes at a Time.

AT--

PLACER

HILL

SHE

LIGHT

30

TO

sluic-tion-

fifty-firs-

lti-1-

offl-jan-

e

I'

ar-ol-

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, AriPacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

CD AM CANT A PC

jAll I A rE

rllUlU

zona, Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

tnu

water-bearin-

i.

East
or
West

Best
Route

...

.

-

j

POWER

Page-Detro-

pipe-orga-

PI

g

.

"" '""j

The

ao

For Rates and Full Jnforaation'Acldress
TniTMW VfXY O. P. & P. AGENT.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

i

N

n

one-hal-

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located

in the beautiful

Fecoi

feet above sea level,
every day. Opea air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Valley.

3,700

lUDShine

If
4

i

Resents

:

E, A. CAHOOti, President.
J. E. RHEA,

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary,
w. A. FINLAY.
p

Per particulars and Illustrated

cats-gu-

address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

I
I

SANTA FE WATER & UGH

1

Foot-Eas-

CAPITAL COAL Y
AiI
RETAIL VV
3oa1 WHOLESALE

CERRILLOS
STEAM

SIZES.

J.F. RHOADS

;

Newspaper
Publicity.

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ANNUAL CONVENTIONS
NEW

MEXICO

SUNDAY
AND-

ENDEAVOR UNION

J

JULY.4th to 6th, respectively
For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from stations Farmington, Aztec, N. M Durango,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M, and all

directly intermediate stations.

SELLING DATES:
From Farmiflfton and Aztec, N. M.,

P.

A,

SA.3STTA. :F3J

DENVER, COLO.
June 22nd to 30th.

$18.70

23?

SAN

IT- -

F

'

-

TjjS
jjud

FRANCISCO

Ivl.

'""ZSQ

Iflif
J

RETURN LIMIT, JULY 8TH.
&

TURNFEST

sb

June 28th.

From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito) June 29th.
From All Points South of Antonito, June 30th,

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F.

BUtlDES

::

-

NEW MEXICO CHRISTIAN

SANTA FE, N. M.,

ASSOCIATION

SCHOOL

0151

ST.

stipation.

Capital Pharmacy.

Jf

SANTA

8ATURDAY, JUNE 21, 1913.

Do you realize the fact that thousands of
women are now using

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
as a remedy for mucous membrane affections, Buch as sore throat, nasal or
ulcerapelvic catarrh, inflammation or
tion, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured say "it is worth its
weight in gold. " Dissolve in water and
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private correspondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
no equal. Only 50c. a large box at Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

WEBSTER'S

NEW
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400.C X) Words.
60C J Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.

A

TEST

OF

Old
Alone Without Food, Sleepless,
Man Hughes, the Trapper, Guards
Mouth of Den of 12 Fierce Gray
Kills Every
Wolves and Finally
One,
By W. H. Alburn.
Sparta, Wis., June 21. Owen Hughes, the veteran hunter of Monroe
county, lias rounded out half a century
of hunting and trapping with a feat
that has won the admiration of the
II
IN
THE FVRNITUftS ANTS RUC,
whole La Crosse valley. He "starved
out" a den of 12 wolves in a vigil
this Production, coancd by rye
2UZOO OUTFITTING"
lasting four days and four nights, and
kLIJed them when hunger finally drove
'them from their cave.
Hughes is one of the last of
CHURCHES.
DOG
A FAITHFUL
He
picturesque woodsmen.
has never in his life done anything
RESCUES MASTER
Cathedral.
but hunt and trap, and says he will
Sixth Sunday after Pentecost.
do nothing else until he dies.
Greenville, Penn., June 21. in an
Saint
of
feast
Celebration of the
He lives alone in a little cabiii near
encounter with a giant owl, Albert John the Baptist.
B. Smith, 15 years old of North Front
Firs tmass at 6 o'clock a. m.
street, was worsted alid managed to
Second mass at '.1:30 a. m Sermon
his
his
life only after
escape with
in English.
to
his
faithful dog hound had come
Third mass at 10:30 a. in. Sermon
aid.
in Spanish.
The bov was walking along the
At 7 o'clock p. m. Rosary and Benetracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad, diction.
about a mile from tho city, when he
LADY OF GUADALUPE.
was attacked by the owl. After a
First mass C a. in. Second mass
of battle the boy, weakened
9:30 a. m. Sermou iu Spanish and
by the loss of blood, which flowed English.
from wounds inflicted by the owl, was
Church of the Holy Faith.
mi his knees striving to beat off the
Rev. Leonidas Smith, Rector.
bird.
Services June 22nd (Fifth Sunday
His hound, Denny, which had been after Trinity):
X a. m.
running a rabbit in the underbrush,
Holy Communion.
then came to his aid. The dog sprang
10 a. in.
Sunday school and teacher
on the owl and obtained a hold on the
class, (introduction of the
training
bird's neck. Although the owl cut honor roll for attendance).
the dog up badly, the latter kept his
vested
11 a. m.
Morning prayer,
grip and the bird soon was choked to choir and address.
death.
Service on Tuesday, June 24th (St.
John, Baptist), Holy Communion at

to

we will

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

send free
a set of
Pocket

De Vargas.
N. C. Frenger, Las Cruces.
R, Schawicker, St. .Louis.
Geo. Sherrard, Salt l.ake City.
D. D. Conway, Alamosa.
J. T. Garrett, El Pn.io.
T. B. Charlton, Clinton, hid.

Mapa

Jas. P. Mulqueeu, Council Bluffs.

THE

Milwaukee.
J. C. Colevell, New York.
J. C. Colevell, Jr., New York.
Joseph W. Prives, Cleveland.
E. B. Cornell. Alamosa.
L. T. Hardy, New Mexico.
GRAND LODGE
W. G. Hoover, City,
A. F. W'itzel, Denver.
A. S. Bonney, Dover.
H. J. Bilbrough, St. Louis.
N.
Y.,
ROCHESTER,
S. C. Johnston, Wichita.
W. M. Lovitt, Topeka, Kan.
A. W. Bikker, Jr., Albuquerque.
TE FROM
C. W. Post, Kansas City.
SANTA FE,
D. L. Moye, Clovis.
Dates of Sale, July 3, 4 and 5
R. L. Thomas, Clovis.
Montezuma.
Return Limit 30 days from
B. M. Jacks, Louisville, Ky.
time
which
within
da iteof sale,
10 a. m.
VV. F. Reed, Albuquerque.
be
KICK OF A MULE
original starting point must an
A D. Graham, Albuquerque.
on Tuesday at
Altar Guild
EXPLODES POWDER 1:30 p. ni., at meeting
reached. Low rates irom
O. L. Owen, City.
the Church, Mrs. Palen
otlUer stations on the Santa Fe.
T. J. Sanford, City.
in charge.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
F. T. Payne and wife, Morenci.
Meeting of the Junior Auxiliary on
Wheeling. W. Va June 21. There
H.'D. Burall, Las Vegas.
SanVta Fe, . , New Mexico
are l.'i foreigners in Haskill's hospital Saturday, June 28th, at the residence
B.
C. S. Quickel.
Joe White,
here, four of whom are likely to die of Miss Helen Dunbaugh at 3 p. m.
will be ready at the
A. Van Dinpe, E. Romero, N. as the result of an explosion of a keg Conveyances
Graham,
Just Try a New Mexican Want A A! Cudabac, R. Pittman, G. S. Blount, of powder af. No. 3 mine, of the Jeffer- Plaza at 2:4!j p. m.
returns.
it you iant anlrk
G. L. Robers, T. Binkert, Fred Camer- son Coal Company, near Dillonvale,
on, H. A. Green, J. W. Gladding, D. K. Ohio, caused by the kick of a mule. NO SUBSTITUTE COULD DO THIS.
B. Sellers, Dave Coombs, H. C. Roehl,
The shori of the animal struck an
No inferior substitute, but only the
H. B. Henning, F. Ackerman, John L. electric wire, causing a spark to enter genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
THOUSANDS OF
W. D. the keg.
Zimmerman, Geo. Graham,
rid J. V. Wallich, Bartlett, Nebr., of
Sleep, Deijnis Chaves, Wm. F. Olsen,
The miner were gathered about the his kidney trouble. He says: "I was
Geo. Hattingar, E. L. Grose, E. C. But- mine waiting to enter for the day's bothered with backache, and the pain
OSTMASTERS
ler, J. D. Coleman, Harold Sellers, W. work. Joe Cajeka, who was sitting would run up to the back of my bead,
P. Metcalf, Jno. H. P. Jones, John on the ke;r,
was hurled 40 feet. and I had spells of dizziness. I took
MAY LOSE I0BS W. Lewis, Ed Morey, all of Albuquer- Cajeka, Joe Bernarsck,
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
que.
work and I am now entirely rid of kidCoronado.
A WORKER APPRECIATES THIS.
order
ney trouble." The Capital Pharmacy.
According to an executive
S. M. Martur, Las Vegas.
Wm, Morris, a resident of Florence,
issued by President Wilson, practicalW. Lancaster, Las Vegas.
Postmasters will
Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen EIGHTEEN NATIONS NOW
ly alJ Fourth-clas- s
P. B. Tohurson, Sweet Water, Tex. yt ars my kidneys and bladder incapacAGREE TO PEACE PLAN.
be compelled to take a Civil Service
G. E. Moore, City.
itated me for all work. About eight
examination to determine whether
Washington, D. C, June 21. Spain
L. M. Livingston, Las Vegas.
months ago I began using Foley Kid- has accepted in principle Secretary
they may continue to hold their offThese examinations will be opfor international
ices.
ney Pills, and they have done what Bryan's
proposal
en to all other applicants who may
Work for the New Mexican. It is other medicines failed to do, and now peace. Eighteen nations now have acwant the postmastership.
working for you, for Santa Fe and t am feeling fine. I recommend Foley cepted Mr. Bryan's invitation to conFourth-Clas- s
of
the new state.
Kidney Pills." The Capital Pharmacy. sider his plan.
Appointments
Postmasters will hereafter be for life.
The man who gets the job this time
OF FEMININE LIVES.
SMALL HATS MAKE PARASOLS
will have It as long as he lives.
Fourth-Class
A
Postmastership
HERE ARE SOME OF THE UERV LATEST
pays as high as $1000 a year, with
been
Women
have
exwearing large
Money Order and Registry Fees
tra, but it is Worth several times that hats in summer for so many years
amount to any merchant. The entire that the parasol has gone somewhat
population served by the Post Office out of fashion, but with the tiny head
and its Rural Routes comes into his
store to transact business. Thou- covering now in vogue every woman
sands of dollars of additional trade will have to have a parasol or two in
can thus be secured.
her wardrobe.
"
If you have the Post Office, you
The ones seen in the shops are parcan't afford to lose It. If you don't
beautiful and they are made
have the Post Office, NOW is your ticularly conceivable fabric
from
chance to get it. The office will go of every to velvet and from crep
figured
to the man passing the best examina- de chine
to cotton ratine.
tion, and he can hold it for the rest mull
If you can have but one parasol
of his life.
For over 10 years the International have it either black or white. If you
Correspondence Schools have been can have two make a selection of
preparing men and women to sue-- J black lace over white with a black vel
cessfully pass Civil Service Examina- vet band about the bottom. Then
tions. The I. C. S. Course for Fourth-Clas- s buy one of white linen either embroid
Postmasters will give you just ered or trimmed with heavy lace.
the Information you need to successfully pass this examination.
Fill in and mail the attached coupon it won't obligate you in the
least and the I. C. S. will explain how
they can qualify you to successfully
pass this examination for Fourth-Clas- s
Postmaster and secure your PoBt
Office for life. Mark the Coupon
. NOW.
A. L. Blumberg,

B. P. O. E.

Fe, N. Mex., says: "I bad backache
and my kidneys acted too freely.
These ailments annoyed mo for a
couple of years. I used about three
bcxes of Iloan's Kidney Pills and was
given a permanent cure. 1 told of my
experience in a public statement at
that time and I am glad to endorse
.Doan's Kidney Pills again."
HEARD IN SANTA FE.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
How Bad Backs Have Been Made
New York, sole agents for the United
Strong Kidney Ills Corrected.

be unsealed and the contents publicly
announced at the above named time
and place.
The right is reserved to reject any
or all bids.
CELSO LOPEZ,
Mayor.
FA C UN DO ORTIZ, City Clerk.

Poster-.Milbur-

States.

All over Santa Fo you hear it.
Moan's Kidney Fills are keeping up
the good work. Santa Fe. people, are
Idling about it - telling or bad backs
made Round again. You can believe
the testimony of your own townspeople.
They tell it for the benelit of
If your back
you who are suffering.
aches, if you feel lame, sore, and miserable, if he kidneys act too fre

Remember

the name

Doan's

and

take no other.
Work for the New Mexican. It 19
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

Is never
A substitute in medicine
for the benefit of the buyer. Never be
pursuaded to buy anything but Foley's
quently, or passages are painful, Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
scanty and off color, use Dean's Kid- - and colds for children or for grown
It is prompt and effective,
uey Fills, the remedy that has helped persons.
with
so many of your friends and neigh- It comes in a yellow package,
bors, Follow this Santa Fe citizen's beehive on carton. It contains no
substitute for
Take no
advice and give Doan's a chance to do opiates.
the same for you.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
Alberto Garcia, (ialisteo St., Santa The Capital Pharmacy,

HUNGER,

Lone-Hande-

Write for sample
pages, full particulars, etc.
Name this
paper and

77

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Call for Bids.
is
nereoy given that scaled
.Notice
proposals will be received by the mayor and city council of the city of Santa Fe, at 7:00 p. m. on the 8th day of
July, A. D., 1013, at the council chamber in the county court house in the
city of Santa Fe, for the construction
of a reinforced concrete band stand,
with basement, to replace that now
existing in the plaza of said city.
Plans and specifications can be exof
amined at the place of business
the city clerk between the hours of
of
ft a. m., and 0 p. m., and copies
same will bo loaned to responsible
parties, in turn, for periods not to
t
hours.
exceed
out on
All bids must be made
blank forms provided for the purpose, copies of which cau be procured
from the city clerk upon application,
and must be presented to the council by the bidders or their agents at
the above stated time and place, or
may be mailed in sealed envelopes addressed to the Hon. Celso Lopez, mayor, who shall present said bids as
above stated. All bids will be plainly marked on the wrapper "Bid for
Construction of Band Stand," and will
forty-eigh-

m
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BY CONDO.

DRAMAGRAPHS

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

Ft

MAN

AGAINST

old and young, and saw
a
them sneak into a hole beneath
rock.
Many a time Hughes has followed
wolves into their dens and killed 1hem
But this hole
willi rille or revolver.
was too sma.U for him to enter. So
he built a little fire near the entrance,
ate what food he had with him, and
then waited, rille in hand, the muzzle toward the hole.
All night he sat there in the light
Someof his campflre, motionless.
times he could hear a snarl back in
the den. but no heads showed. It grew
bitter cold in spite of the lire.
Dawn came, the sun
rose, and
Hughes got up and stretched his
cramped limbs. Wolves seldom venture forth in the morning. But he did
not dare to go far away.
He waited all day, without a bite to
of wolves,

WOLF;

MAN WINS.

though he starved himself.
As evening came his eyes began to
play him tricks from the Jong strain.
He saw eyes and beads where there
were none, and fired once at the
empty air. Then he took a fresh grip
on himself and waited.
At last a gaunt form sneaked forth
and stood a moment,
throwing a
shadow on the rock. Ho fired and
the form dropped and lay still. It was
the leader of the pack.
the
The hunter was sure the rest of the
wolves were smaller and they would
follow. He grasped a club and stood
lover the entrance of the den. Soon
they came, one by one, and as they
appeared he brought the club down
again and again, breaking the neck
When he ended there were
jor back.
II forms in a heap beside the gaunt
she-wol-

s

'

CONVENTION
July 7th to 12th.

EE

(CO
ipOO.OO

.

.

NECESSITIES

SOMETIMES HE
"ALL NIGHT HE SAT THERE, IN THE LIGHT OF HIS CAMPFIRE, MOTIONLESS.
COULD HEAR A SNARL BACK IN THE DEN, BUT NO HEADS SHOWED. IT GREW BITTER COLD IN SPITE
f
OF THE FIRE."
Lafayette, on the edge of the big
woods, where every night the mournful howling of wolves conies to his
ears.
Hughes had already made a record
when he located the last den. During the spring he had s,lain five dens
of wolves, totaling 37 head, and bring
ing him more than $200 bounty money.
And then, one evening in a coulee, at
the base of a rocky bluff, where a
hunter must step cautiously for fear
of rattlesnakes, he came upon a pack

eat, then lighted a lire again and took
up the watch. And again he guarded
the den ail night in vain.
The second day a hunter friend
came along and gave Hughes a little
food.

The third day dawned, and Hughes,
cold and hungry, paced up and down
always keeping an eye on the den.
The fourth day he had nothing at
all to eat. It was a test of hunger
now, man against wolf, and Hughes determined to starve out the wolves,

she wolf.
off the scalps,
Hughes stripped
with both ears and upper eyelids entire, and the skin of the old wolf, and
af dawn staggered into Burns with his
There he got a gorgeous
booty.
breakfast. Supervisor Richard Mein-kin- g
certified the twelve scalps, and
Hughes went to La Crosse county
courthouse and collected $54 bounty
money from County Clerk Jollvette,
of an equal
with the assurance
amount from the state.

DESIGNS.

.

International
Box

Correspondence
Schools
1238-A- ,
Scranton, Pa.

Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how
I can qualify for the position of
Fourth-Clas- s
Postmaster.
Name
SL and No.

.

City........,.! State...;......
Present Occupation.
.

resurrect Vpur old parasol frames
and have themcoverea to match some
of your gowns fbr very little and these
add a very modish touch to your cos

Scan

tume.

But be sure and, have at least one
parasol while they re fashionable, as
they are very becoming to every woman's face, be she old r young.

V

M

K; VX

W.

TAPIOCA COCOANUT PUDDING.
CAPS FOR THE BED, CAPS FOR THE ROOM.
CAPS FOR THE BREAKFAST
(By Caroline Coe.)
CAPS FOR
soakTABU.
Half a cup of pearl tapioca,
CAPS FOR THE AUTOMOBILE.
ed over night in one pint of water.
THE THEATER.
CAPS, CAPS, CAPS !
Three eggs beaten very light with one
scam, cup ui sugar, pmuu ul sun. auu
f
one and
cups of grated cocoa-nut. Mix well and bake in buttered
Serve!
pudding dish thirty minutes.
hot with top milk or cream. An inex-pensive dessert and one that will
please all the family.
1

one-hal-

THE JUNE
In tho,

STRAND MAGAZINE.

June Strand the

two

serials

"The Poison Belt," by A. Conan Doyle,
and "Unto Caesar,"
by Baroness
while "The
Orczy are continued,
Wooing of Wee MacGregor." by J. J.
Bell is concluded. Among the articles
is one entitled "Arts and the Artful,"
by F. Frankfort Moore, which relates
some amusing stories connected with
the auction picture business. It is weii
illustrated by Dudley Hardy. "Some
Gardening Experiments," by S. Leonard Bat in will fill the amateur with
wonder, while "A Revolution in Rowing," by T. H. Briggs, the celebrated
should attract
mechanical engineer,
the attention of all oarsmen. George
Craves, the English comedian, con
anil
tributes his "Reminiscences,"
leading athletes write of their "Best
Achievements." There are several valuable scientific articles written in a
popular style which should appeal to
those who have a "thirst for

There is nothing prettier than a cup if one wears it properly. A cap is
merely a bit of coquetry and it should be worn in a coquettish manner.
The caps pictured are one of gold embroidered lace with a long aigrette
It will not pay you to waste your
mull and lace with
time writing out your legal form at the side to be worn at the theatre. The one of white
white
one
tulle with wide
of
room
and
in
one's
worn
to
be
bows
ribbon
pink
when you can get them already printfans of the same material at the sides. This was worn by a bride's maid at a
ed at the New Mexican Printing
fashionable wedding recently.
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contend that they will uphold the honor of the far coast crews and show
that the standard of collegiate rowing
is not greatly below that of the east.
In the minor events the freshmen
eight-oarerace is expected to bring
out five of the best junior crews yet
seen on the Poughkeepsie course. All
of the colleges except
Washington
are entered In this event, with Cornell the favorite because of past perrace will,
formances.
The
for the first time in the history of the
association, be a contest between six
crews, every college being

REGATTA WON
By CORNELL
4 OARED CREW

RITCHIE

IT

HAS

ON

JOE

RIVERS,

LIGHTWEIGHT

DECLARES

EXPERT,

SIZING

FIGHT.

CHAMPIONSHIP

It Must Be
With One Punch, Because He Can't
Wear Down Ritchie By Continued
Mauling," Says the New Mexican's
Ring Authority.

"If Mexican Joe Wins,
j

'

1

0
McQuillan,

GOLF TOURNEY AT
WILMINGTON,

DEL.

four-oare-

four-eare-

who is showing stuff is scarce. Shortstop Scott of the St. Paul club, which
is inow In the city, really looks to be
abput the :nfield prospect who would
cause scouts to worry as to whether

GAMES

BASEBALL

Standing of the Clubs.

d

-

.

j

j

f

'

.

j

they can capture him or not. Minneapolis has not a player who Is up and
has
coming; Kansas City likewise
none. Toledo is even destitute of
good veterans; Louisville has a speedster in Nicholson, who was recalled
from Nashville, but it is doubted if he
will hit well enough; Indianapolis has
a large new crop of players, but
Crandall is the only likely looking one
and he will need at least another year
before he will find himself. Here in
Columbus, Vance and Robertson are
the only "children" on the roster and
of course they need plenty of seasoning. Benson is playing fair ball, but
he will not hit well enough to go up.
Shelton is going nicely, hut he will
have to be classed as a veteran of the
A. A. now, rather than a youth up and
coming. One year ago there was a lot
of chattering over the good men in
Kansas
the association. CorriCen,
City shortstop; Butler, St. Paul infield-er- ;
Schalk, Milwaukee catcher; Chap
man, Toledo shortstop; Cooper, Co
lumbus pitcher; Heboid, Milwaukee;

ARE

THE

DIET

OF

DIXIE'S

WONDER.

Hopper has pitched two
this season, Pittsfield,
games
Mass., being the victim upon each occasion.

i--

and all went higher. Of the good men
this season who are ging nicely, most
are veterans, and not so many of
those.

STATISTICS ON
BIG LEAGUE
BASEBALL
Chicago,

111.,

June

21.

McDonald,

the Boston inllelder, is leading he
National league hatters and his consistent hitting shows his leadership
is not a fluke. Unofficial averages
given out today show him to be hitting at a rate of .370, Titus of Boston
is second with .358, Craveth third
with .350, and then comes Wagner of
Pittsburgh, who is slowly advancing
toward the top. Wagner's figures are
.346 and he is just two points ahead
of his team mate, pinch hitter Hyatt.

Manager Huggins of St. Louis is sixth
with .342.
Jackson of Cleveland is the only
.400 hitter
still facing the major
league pitchers. His average is .407
and he is still secral laps ahead of
Cobb vho Is batting .389 for second
place in the American league. Schang
the Athletic's recruit catcher, is third
with .379 for twelve games, Collins,
Philadelphia, fourth with .365 and
Speaker of Boston fifth with .343.
Base running honors are still held
who has
by Milan of Washington,
stolen 33 bases. His team mate, Moel-ler- ,
is next with 27. Lobert of Philadelphia leads the National leaguers
with 26 and Myers of Boston is second
with 18.
PENNSYLVANIA

';

j

JOE RIVERS' FIGHTING POSE.

Dixie.

MAY

CHOOSE NEW COACH.
Hopper started poorly, being knock-out of the box in his first game
Philadelphia, Pa., June 21. Vivian
by Waterbury. Three days later he Cholls, the famous English
oarsman
ol.
game
pitched his first
and coach of the Detroit Boat Club, it
New Haven. Then he relieved Burch is reported here, will be chosen coach
and went three innings without a hit of the University of Pennsylvania
crews at the meeting of the board
or run. A week later he pitched ntr.o
of directors of the athletic association
w
run
then
or
aud
ilhout a hit
innings
on Monday.
Ellis Ward, the veteran coach, who
blanked Springfield with five hits.
years has had charge of the
Hopper pitched 22 successive . In for many
and blue, including the inter-col- ..,
jred
nings without allowing a hit
innings without being scored upon. and 1900, is expected to retire when
He is 21 and halls from Jackson, his contract expires at the close of
Tenn. He began his career in 1911 in the present season.
the Three I league, and in June Joined 'CARLSON WINS THE
New Haven of the old Connecticut
RUN.
league and, altogether not in good
; Chicago, 111., June 21. Fritz Carlhealth, proved the mainstay of the son, of the Illinois Athletic club, toteam.
run
day won the 15 mile
This season Hopper's work has from Chicago to Evanston in 1 hour,
drawn big league scouts to New 29 minutes and five seconds. W. J.
Haven. Hopper is a big fellow, stand- Kennedy, was second, and Wldney L.
ing five feet eleven inches and weigh- Hatch, third. Hannes Kolehamainen,
ing 165. He has speed and a good Finnish Olympic runner did not start.
More than 20O athletes, the best in
change of pace. He uses the spltter
effectively. Believing he has a wonder the middle west were entered In the
in the boy, Ceorge Cameron, ownei Central Amateur Athletic Union chamof the club, has refused all offers to pionship games at Northwestern Cold
.
,
date.
today.
d

CROSS-COUNTR-

cross-countr- y

-

j

s

games are becoming
a habit with Booth Hopper of the New
Haven Eastern association club, who
looms as another baseball star from

0

's

Columbus-Minneapoli-

PITCHING

i

Ross-man-

d

count, coming up at four and fighting
as fast as ever until he was again
,
sent down.
.
.
.
... ..
..
a
"IMS time ne toon mue ana was
bell
ever
when
the
rang.
as fresh as

The teams have been racing in the
American Association for two months
and enough has been seen of players,
old and new, to make a deduction as
to the crop of possible players who
may go into the major leagua at the
end of the season. It is the observation of the writer that not in several
seasons has there been such a dearth
of good new talent as this year. True
players like McQuillan, Loudermilk,
Morgan and some others are going
strongly and may be promoted on their
merit after having had previous trials,
but the younster, pure and simple,

d

2--

four-roun-

(From Columbus Dispatch.

..iu

x

faint-hearte-

TWO YOUNG STARS
(N ASSOCIATION

".

rour-oare- a

No gamer boxer than
Ritchie ever lived and his manner of
standing up under the hottest of Are
to beat his opponent to it has a tendency to discourage his opponents.
In the matter of taking punishment
Ritchie has It on Rivers. Willie took
many hard wallops from Wolgast in
both of their engagements, but his
jaw and stomach are so well protected that he recovers quickly and
has rarely been dazed. In his
contest with Wolgast the latter pulled one from his hip and caught
Ritchie fairly on the chin. It toppled
Willie, but he did not even take the

MMMNvii unnef D
n nwrrtn,
suu

7
9

4:06 p. m.
Wilmington, Del., June 21 Walter
J. Travis, of Garden City, B. Warren
At the start, all the crews except
Corkeran of Baltimore, F. H. Bank-hea- d
In the next round he tore into Wol- Washington rowed thirty strokes to
have
The intercollegiate regattas
of Johnstown, Pa., and L. M.
The westerners hit it up
minute.
the
been held annually on the Poughkeep Scoch, Philadelphia, are the contestgast like a tiger and gave the
to forty but their short choppy strokes
since ants in the
sie course with one exception
l
round for the
the worst beating he was appeared to lack power,
for 1S95, The exception was the regatta Wilmington" cup in the invitation golf
ever called upon to take.
Wolgast
Uncertain weather conditions
of 1S9S, which was rowed at Saratoga. tournament of the Wilmington Counwas a sight at the finish, his lips be- the annual regatta for the
this uninterrupted series' Cor try Club which will be concluded to
over
the Poughkeepsie During
races
nell has won eleven varsity races; day. Other cups are being contested
ing puffed to twice their size and both
co;i;se on the Hudson this afternoon
events, and ten fresh- for by winners In the .second,, third, ,
eyes were swollen. Blood was pour- fa-- .d the oarsmen of the seventeen r.liie
contests.
men
Pennsylvania colors fourth and fifth sixteens.
and
he
mouth
nose
and
ing from his
crews representing Cornell, Pennsyl-v;u.:in three varsity
Wash- - have shown in front
was a very tired boy when he took his
.Columbus, Wisconsin,
rows ana one BROOKLYN HANDICAP
contests; two
use
wncn
ana
ai
uiey
corner. Many spectators were of the jtif""n
Syracuse,
freshman event. Syracuse has won
REVIVED AT GRAVESEND.
ne
wemiic.
belief that had the fight gone another eariy tnis morning,
New York, June 21. The revival of
' twn freshirmn
" ,,a,. itv
them brightening skies by races
a
promised
events, the Brooklyn handicap, which was
and tnree
round Ritchie would have Bcored a late afternoon.
Wisconsin's victories consist of two
by the Dwer Brothers at the
knockout.
What little betting was done this freshmen eight-oareraces.
The pro- Gravesend track twenty-siyears ago
with ino: .,i:ig did not change the odds of
In his second engagement
follows:
was the feature of the card of seven
last night, Cornell still ruling favor- gram
Wolgast, Ritchie took a lot of punm.
4
at
races
Belmont Park today.
First race, p.
University
ite in the big race by 8 to 10 against
DisWhisk Broom II won the Brooklyn
shells, without coxswain.
ishment, but it was not of a lasting the crews of Columbia, Washington,
two mil.es. Entries Syracuse, handicap here this afternoon. G. M.
variety and even after 16 rounds he and Pennsylvania.
Slight odds were tance
Wisconsin, Miller was second and Sam Jackson
had enough left to floor and almost Kiven on Cornell against Syracuse Columbia, Pennsylvania,
thind. Time: 2:03
Washington.
Wisconsin.
and
showhe
this
In
knock out Wolgast.
Second race, 4:45 p. m. Freshman
AH through the morning the crowds
ed championship qualities, because it
with coxswain. BATTED BALL FELLS
shells,
poured into Poughkeepsie on every eight-oareCOLUMBUS PITCHER.
takes not only a fine physique, but a regular train bringing its quota of Distance two miles. Entries ColumColumbus, Ohio, June 21. George
The spectators bia, Pennsylvania, Cornell, Syracuse,
great heart to stand the gaff for 15 rowing enthusiasts.
McQuillan, pitcher for the Columbus
rounds and then light back as hard nt once made their way to the long Wisconsin.
fi
Third
in readAssociation league, was
p, m. University American
was
race,
which
train
observation
score
as ever and be strong enough to
shells, with coxswain. Dis- struck by a liner from Claude
for the start of the first race, eight-oareiness
a near knockout. What Rivers would Hi a varsity four oared, at 4 o'clock. tance four miles. Entries, Syracuse,
bat in the Becond inning of the
s
Columbia,
Washington,
do under similar circumstances is The weather cleared by noon and the Wisconsin,
game this
He dropped to the ground
Pennsylvania, Cornell.
believe that pun shone brightly.
.Many
problematical.
unconscious and the game was at once
The water was smootn, a ngiu
while he might not stop, he would
breeze scarcely rippling the
stopped and physicians summoned.
northerly
stall around with the sole object in m lace. The gunboats Martha and
W ashington came up the river in the j
view of going the limit.
JAP BALL TEAM LOSES
fin-- ,
TO LELAND STANFORD.
"Spider" Kelly, the once great morning and anchored near the
Osaka, Japan, June 21. The
ln. xacnts anu launcnes aiso wun
lightweight, who fought Joe Cans llieir
Stanford university baseball
positions several hours before
when the latter was at his best and tho contest. Meanwhile the revenue
team defeated the Keio university
National League.
who is one of the keenest judges of rutter
Mohawk, in charge of the
Won. Lost. Pet. nine today by the following score:
Club.
10 10 k
Stanford
.liGO Leland
17
33
fighting in the world, after making : .ourse, was busily engaged in indicat- Philadelphia
.
0 5 f6
Keio
a careful comparison of the boys, in- ing, to each boat where she should New York
University
.015
20
32
clines to the belief that Ritchie will anchor.
.549
23
28
The crews got off to a pretty start, Brooklyn
beat Rivers, giving the following rea
.534 INFANT SON OF MR. AND
27
31
Chicago
Columbia,
sons:
MRS. HARRY CLUNN DIEtS
Syracuse leading slightly;
30
2!
Mi
- Pittsburgh
"Ritchie is a much better fighter second; Pennsylvania, Cornell, Wis- Boston
.462
28
24
The many friends of Mr. and Mirs.
in
than he gets credit for. His bout with consin and Washiiigtou following
.414 Harry G. Clunn will be sorry to leim
34
. : .7.24
St. Louis
Wolgast last Thanksgiving day con- ihat order.
38
.333 that on Monday morning, June lj;th,
19
Cincinnati
The race opened with Syracuse
vinced me that Willie is a Btar ring- they lost their seven months' old bilby,
man. Now here's what I want to im- - i, ading. Cornell went into first place
I
American League.
Wagner Clunn.
Eugene
t
Pennsylva-Wolgaspress on you: Ritchie took all that ;.t the mile and a half and
will be remembered that Mr. land
Won. Lost. Pet.
It
Club.
had to give him for 15 rounds (,ja rowed into second place near the
.750 Mrs. Clunn were in Santa Fe a
14
42
ear
Philadelphia
and then after taking a hard lacing finish.'
.627 ago last iMarch, on their honeymtion,
22
37
Cleveland
he had enough to send Ad to the floor, j Approaching the bridge, Syracuse
2G
.536 staying at the DeVargas, while I Mr.
30
l;OSton
No one but a champion could have ea- Dy ft quarter length. At the bridge,
.533 Clunn was acting private secretarly to
2S
32
.
Chicago
secaccomplished that.
Syracuse led, with Pennsylvania,
.525 Senator A. B. Fall.
28
31
Washington
"Ritchie is game, fast, clever and iond; Cornell, third; Columbia, fourth; Detroit
.393
37
24
At present Mr. and Mrs. Clunr are
a good puncher, and a man with all Wisconsin, fifth. Washington was in St. Louis
.349 making their home with Mr. and .lrs.
41
22
fall
of
short,
four
far
cannot
rear
about
the
these qualities
lengths.
.304 J. H. Graham, of El Paso, Texas. lMrs.
39
17
New York
Official finish:
a champion in all the word implies
Cornell, first; PennGraham was formerly Miss Oilofre
and I think that he will best Rivers." sylvania, second; Columbia, third;
Wagner, of this city, and it was ifter
Western
League.
this opinion must carry some weight Wisconsin, fourth; Washington, fifth.
fcas
Lost. Pet. her that the name of Wagner
Won.
Club.
a
such
with
boats
from
collided
high
authority
Coming
Syracuse, sixth,
1
.6S4 given to the baby.
18
39
Denver
and there are not a. few that incline near the finish line.
were held I on
services
The
funeral
.593
24
35
St.
does.
belief
that
Joseph
shell collided
Kelly
to the same
When the Syracuse
.552 Tuesday afternoon from the fami fly's
32
26
If Rivers beats Ritchie it must be a with the small boats on the course It Des Moines
.552 residence, and interment was m fade
28
32
wear
cannot
one punch win. He
was about half a length behind Cor-- i Lincoln
27
,543 ic, lSv.v.greeu. cemetery, at El
Omaha ,.
Willie down with ordinary punches neU,
.397 Texas.
35
.23
Sioux
"City
.10:47
and reduce hiin to. a state of
table:
official
Cornell,
The
.379
36
22
Columaopeim
Pennsylvania. 10:52
.311 DIVORCE DENIED
42
19
Wichita
Wisconsin, 10:56
bia, 10:54
MRS. VAN VLISSI ngen.
Syracuse, ndt
Washington 12:08
Chicago, 111., June 21 Holdi nig that
HARVARD YALE
taken.
Mrs. Jessie R. Van Vlissingeii i was
Cornell Wins Freshman Race.
BASEBALL TIE
of and profited by her hus- cognizant
The first start in the Freshman
National League.
band's forgeries, a jury in Judge
IS PLAYED
eight was a false one, Pennsylvania's
Chicago at St. Louis.
Petit's court today declined fOO grant
stroke oar evidently shipping his oar.
Pittsburg at Cincinnati.
her a divorce. The defendant, peter
and
21.
back.
Harvard
called
were
crews
Boston
The
at
June
New York,
(two games), Van Vllssingen, is seryipgl a term at
Philadelphia
York
to
New
today
second;
Yale men flocked
Cornell, won; Wisconsin,
Brooklyn at New York.
Joliet for mortgage forgei"ies aggre
from New London for. the final test of Syracuse, third; Pennsylvania, fourth,
gating more than half a nrnlion dol
American League.
athletic forces of , the two universi- and Columbia, fifth.
lars.
St. Louis at. Chicago.
ties for the season on the baseball
The offlcal time of the Freshman
Detroit at Cleveland.
diamond of Ebhetts field, Brooklyn, eight oared race: Cornell, 10:04
DUKE CITY AUTOISTIS.
New York at Washington.
this afternoon. It was the play off Wisconsin, 10:07
Syracuse, 10:11
WedBoston
at Philadelphia.
Columof a tie effected at Cambridge
Pennsylvania, 10:25
(Continued from page one).
nesday when Harvard defeated Yale bia, 10:29.
14
in
"score
a
of four to three
American Association.
by a
The two mile race for Freshmen
board, H, B. Henning, secretary of the
Milwaukee at Louisville.
.
inning game after Yale had won the crews went to Cornell after a terrific
commercial club, A. D. GrahamV distMinneapolis at Columbus.
opening game of the series in New struggle with Winconsin and Syrarict manager of the Mountain States
Kansas City at Toledo.
Haven on Tuesday by a score of 2 cuse. The time of the winning eight
Telephone company, G. S. Blounjt and
St. Paul at Indianapolis.
to 0.
Second and third placwas 10:04
H. P. Jones of the Buick agencsy, H.
ard
At Brooklyn-Harves went to the Wisconsin and SyraA. Greer, of the Overland agency, C.
6 6 2
cuse respectively.
S. Quickel, Joe White, R. B. GraBiam,
5 6 2
Yale
R. Plttman, N. M. Cudabac, G. L. Rog
Catching the water after a false
Felton, Hitchrock and Young;
start, the five crews hit a fast stroke.
ers, t. BlnKert, Frea Cameron,
National League.
Scott and Burdett, Hunter.
At the mile Wisconsin, with a stroke
Frank Askerman, Fagenberg,
At' St. Louis-Chi- cago
of 32, gradually moved up past SyraJohn L. Zimmerman, George Graham,
0
STICKNEY WINS GOLF
cuse and challenged Cornell. At the
W. D. Sleep, E. Romero,
A. Van
0
TOURNEY OVER RIDER. mile and a half the Badgers were al- St. Louis
r,
Game called end of third inning ac- Diense, William F. Olson, George
most on even terms with the Ithacans count
D. Coleman,
L. Grose,
E.
J.
darkness.
St. Louis, Mo., June 21. Stuart but could not quite last. Cornell won
Harold Sellers, W. P. Metcalf, Ed.
Country by
Stickney of the St. Louis
of a length.
Mowry and others.
At
New
York
Club, today won from Ralph H. Rider
The national character of the interThe Albuquerque bunch started on
2
8 0
of the Hyperion Club, Des Moines, in collegiate regatta this year is shown Brooklyn
4 0 their way home about 5 a, m., and by
0
New
York
of
the
a contest for the championship
8 a. m almost every visiting car had
by the fact that of the twelve colleges
Rucker and Miller; Marquard,
Golf Association. which support crews, six are repre
the city.
left
and
were
Meyers.
Morning and afternoon rounds
sented on the river here today, while
played.
elim
of
the others have been
several
It will not pay you to watte your
At Boston First Game
At the end of the first nine holes inated by preliminary
contests.
legal forms
5 10 1 time writing out your
37.
34
to
led
Philadelphia
Stickney
Against the four eastern university Boston
4
..'
9 0 when you can get them already print
of
IS
end
the
at
total
Stickney's
quads, representing Columbia, Penned at the New Mexican Printing com
Rixey, Chalmers, Mayer, Seaton,
holes was 70 and Rider's was 73.
sylvania, Cornell and Syracuse will be
pany.
and
two
Perdue
Dooin;
was
within
Rudolph,
The Stickney total
pitted, the University of Wisconsin
of the provisional mark for the Glen from the middle west and the UniverEcho links 6S.
sity of Washington's Pacific coast At Cincinnati
Every Woman
champion crew, i
1s
Interested and should
S
6 12
Pittsburg
AMATEUR PRIZE FIGHTER
know about the wonderful
The oarsmen from Seattle have al- Cincinnati
8
7 2
GETS FATAL KNOCKOUT
Marvel
ready defeated the crews of the UniCamnitz, Robinson, and Coleman;
June 21. Patrick versity of California anl Leland Stanuoucne
Dayton, Ohio,
Brown
Clarke.
and
Suggs,
Harter,
Grant, aged 20, an amateur prize ford University, while Cornell has
fighter, who was carried out of the triumphed over Harvard. Columbia 3
Askyoardrusrgrlstfor
American League.
in the seventh varsity eight won from both Prince
k. If he cannot supring unconscious
At Philadelphia-Bos- ton
ply the MARVEL,
round of his ten round bout at a local ton and the Navy in a triangular re
112 2 accept no other, but
5
send stamp for book.
ring last night, was reported to he gatta on Carnegie Lake May 17, leav4 10 3 Marvel
Co., 44 E. 23d St, IT.
dying today. Over exertion and ex- ing only Yale, which did not row a Philadelphia
,
to have preliminary contest .unaccounted for. Leonard, Bedient, Hall and Carrl-gancessive heat are claimed
Nunamaker; Houck, Plank, Bencaused the boy's collapse. It was his While none of these races were over
der and Schang.
second contest.
a four-mil- e
course, the tests afforded
a fair line on the respective abilities
At Washington (First game)
DEDICATION DAY OF
of competing crews.
New
York
1 6 1
four-mile
DENVER STADIUM.
FOR
The winner of the long
FOR
4 7- - 3
THIS
Denver, Colo., June 21. Dedication pull from Krum Elbow to the finish Washington
V rWM.- . V
1 ft y
T
Mullin
and
Fisher
and
Sweeney;
r
line, a mile below the Poughkeepsie
SET.
day at the stadium where
events will be held, was celebrated to- Bridge, will ge generally acclaimed, Henry.
day by members of the three Denver therefore, the championship eight of At
Washington Second Gam- eturnverelns and early arrivals for the year.
C
2 2
s
Unusual Interest is attached to the New York
North American
the Thirty-firs- t
:.16 Si I
turnfest to be held here next Washington crews which crossed the Washington
Keating, Clark and Sweeney; John
week.
continent, after winning the Pacific
Rwr 1 Your Opportunity
t;
coast rowing laurels, to measure blade son and Ainsmith.
To obtain the Huen'i moit suitable
'
nd appropriate lift at half lu ueuel
work and stamnia with the pick of the
AMERICANS DEFEATED
'
HandCleveland:
At
price. The trio hose. Tia and
IN TENNIS TOURNAMENT. Eastern college crews. Last year the
kerchief) made of the purest and most
.
Detroit
6
5
0
the
made
durable
matched,
of
Stanford
silk,
F.
peffeetiy
packed
John University
eight
London. June 21. Wallace
V
fa apeciaily designed holiday box. Sup
7 10 1
Without the services Cleveland
son of Philadelphia, was defeated in same journey.
phed in blue III. end da.) red III. and
and McKee and
Lake
Hall,
Dauss,
shell
dk.1 purple, lavender, grar golden
borrowed
in
a
coach
a
of
and
the final round of the London lawn
brown end green, hoee in all aftes.
Stanage; Falkenbrg, Mitchell and
tennis championship tournament this the California crew finished last Carisch.
Shipped charges Prvtpaid an. receipt
.
i
r t LOO. ImeiedMte order essarea
afternoon by P. G. Lowe, after one of Coach Conibear and his veteran eight
choice of all oalora.
lull
the finest struggles ever seen, at from the northwest are far more optiPIEBCB.OTH CO.
St.
game
themnot
mistic.
While
won
IM4M
postponed;
proclaiming
crack
Ullajrtne At. H. T. Ctt
British
Club.
The
Queens
games tomorrow.
MtatM:MKat,Mk, Mat;
selves victors the Seattle oarsmen wet grounds.
x

in the betting, inasmuch as he is not only the title holdor tmt will he boxing in his home
town. In addition to this he has the
advantage in height and reach and
will have a pull of one pound in the
circum
Under ordinary
weight.
stances this might, be considered too
much of a handicap for a boy of
Rivers' size to overcome, but the
little Spaniard about evens the score
on his speed and punching ability.
He is not the pretty boxer that the
champion' is, hut he If clever in his
way and is fully as fat. Nex to his
speed Rivers' best asset is his. punch.
His arms are powerful and his massive shoulders, almost as big as a
middleweight's, have 'great '"driving
power. The one thing that makes the
followers of the game a bit shy of
Rivers is the belief that he is a trifle
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At Columbus
Minneapolis
Columbus
Gilligan and
Cole and Smith.
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Special Correspondence.
'
San Francisco. Calif., June 21.
RivNow that the Willie Ritchie-Joboxiim
the
on
is
again,
ers match
fans are beginning to figure on which
4 when the
boy to string with on July
meet
for the
Calll'ornians
two great
of the
championship
lightweight
world. The champion, of course, will
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rain.
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Regatta Course, Poughkeepsie, X. Y..
June 21. Cornell won the four oared
varsity race, the opening event of the
intercollegiate regatta. The winners
seconds.
time was 10 minutes, 4
The six creews caught the water at

American Association.
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PERSONALS Ready Trimmed
HATS

THE PLAZA FETE

UNITED STATES BANK

toU

WILL BE A GOOD ONE

ADOLF

(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican request Its reader! to
send In by mail (a postcard will do)
SANTA FEANS ARE READY TO TAKE PART
or by telephone (call "31") items of
IN AND ATTEND THE BIG GALA DAY this column.
Does
By doing so the readers wiil confer a favor on the New
TO
THAT IS
NOW
OCCUR
NEXT
Mexican and on their friends.
Com'
sent by mail should bear
THURSDAY, JUNE 26TH.
j munications
Your Patronage Solicited
the signature of the writer).
125 Palace Ave
S X
w
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
Postponement ciinnot ulluy the
N. B. LAUGHL1N, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
terest In, uor lessen the dusire to see,
the Postal Tele- Telephone
BraP" company it you do not get
intendent, spent the morning visiting
J. B. LAMY,
the Plaza Fete, which was uucessarily
yup paper and one will be de- - the different classes of the institute.
nut off on account of the r.ilnv wentli.
Today closed the third week, and
er. The Woman's Hoard of Trade Is IN llvered to you at once.
iill of the teachers are very much
planning for a big time, and the plaza
with the work accomplished.
!
this coming week will take on a holi1). L. .Moye, sheriff of
Prof. (Jeorge F. .Marl in, of die HI
Curry cotiu-jty- ,
The time, the place
appearance.
day
is in the city from Clovis, N. ,M.
FOR SALE-CI- TY
Kito Xormal, addressed the teachers
and the girl, so popular in extravaganiNunia C. Frenger, a has Cnices iit- and
5 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from
among oilier tilings said that he
Price
next
will
he
at
June
Plaza,
za,
$3,800
Thursday,
a
is
spending
couple of days was pleased to meet the Santa Ke
5 Room Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza, Price
the centre of the old capital and the torney,
in the capital.
2,500
county teachers and see such a large
girl's name is legion, and she will he
6 Room Modern Adobe Cottage. 2 blocks from Capitol, Price
Mrs. Wallace HesKcldcn. of
Albu iitti'iidance, which was due very much
3,000
much it.
very
iquenjue, is the guest of her daughter.,' to the efforts that, had been made
6 Room Modern Brick Cottage, J blocks from
Plaza, Price 4,800
by,
At the counter iii the plaza she will Mrs. Albert Clancy.
iO Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for
and the
over
uie luncn counier, wnere
Iircmuu
$45, Price 5,000
y Hikker Jr of Albiniurrqup, jllie. county superintendents
meals, goodies, nick nacks, cigars and district manager of the Continental 'slate officers, not only in the results
FOR SALE-RAN- CH
attained here, but all over the state.
iso roriu too numerous to mention will Casualty company, is in the city.
2 Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
He said that he had recently receiv-- '
up found by the patron w ho will be
B.
C.
Mossman, of Hoswell.
Captain
10 Ranches in the Espanola Valley
drawn there to have a good time and is In the city, greeting military led letters from the
3 Large drams in the State
teachers, who had taught for ten
to greet tne young ladies arrayed in friends and transacting business.
without advancing much in the
and tasteful costumes.
Punch
'
A. 11. lienehan left years
Carl
and
Room
Four
fancy
Modern
Brick
Hishop
Cottages
FOR
will be served by young ladies in at- for Albuquerque this morning to be third grade, and were now waking up
( I Five Room Modern Brick
Cottage
tractive fete uniform from the tea present at the meeting of the Inter- jr. ml desirous to know what work to
tc.ke up that, would help them to ob- wagons, hat will be an unique attrac- state Casualty company.
ti.in
certilicates to teach in the sec.- - ,
Aliss Mary McKie left yesterday for
tion, that is, both the girls and the tea
Chicago where she will remain dur- end grade. Such inquiries, he thought.
Here alKO will lin fniinrl linnriumiiP lllir the Htlllltner Dlirsuiiia: her mimical m'"""!hlKU "n HI"IM 01 tMO 'eacnei 01
(C. A.
utilities in the conservatory in that tlMlay' s,,(:olld srade certificate and
bouquets of flowers for sale,
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS
LOANS
teaching meant, more work, but Rreat- The sightseeing tour is going to be city.
T- APhone, 189 J.
Ma.vden left this mornitis for r; returns in the end.
a big drawing card, and for the ini-- j
0,10 w.v t0
towards a second
:
119 San Francisco St., :
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
dated and the neopliite alike, it will 1io Arriba county to make surveys
include a novel trip, worth taking in. in ,lle Headstone and Hromide min-- !;rilll(' was to rend up on new methods,
"'tidy current literature and
This sightseeing trip will have uiega-- ' '"K districts, about 2o miles west
UwM 8Cho1 magazines, another way
attachmouu and all the regu. Tn's pu'lar accessories that go with the "See1 J!l!":s Ks"le1' sl- Uarton has received by doing correspondence work in Con
Your Home Town First" jouritev. No! ner muisier ironi uie l niteo states iiecnou wui enner 01 ine siaie normal
revenue oflice to the jioological siir-- ! schools along the line of subjects most
cue can afford to miss this.
and will be
in the hit-- iu eded.
He advised
vey,
teachers when
is
That, rummage sale
going to be a tor oflice, at the employed
here. they found that they were lacking on
capitol
building
peach. Anything you want, at knock
wrue lo me normal
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
,.!,.
limy Miojei-- 10
...in i r,.,,,i ,i,,.. ,.,,.,
.
.
...
nn.v.w.1
mii-iio ' sc.noi'iM ior nei), anu it. would be
f.j(t.-icurious curling irons to Copley prints.
t
.1
.,!
I, Ml,,,llieill.
l,lre Mini
Mr. vr.,,
.ill
...loo!""
'
some tourists from San Francisco,
having their lortune told through palm CllUroI.niu who ar(,
ea8t for hf,
reading, and this feature is heightened slmmler. Tn partv nmy Btop ovt.,. , GILL INTRODUCED TO
acks and Bag-gag-e
Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best in
REGULATE LOBBYING. I,
interest by the presence of a lady.:Snnta F() for ., dav ,.
who delivers the real goods. Mrs. Jl.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Jlrs. Arthur Seliginan has been
(iould Arends, formerly of .New Or- chosen by the state fair commission
Washington, 1). ('.. .June 21.
Thompson, of Kansas, introduced
leans, Atlanta and Mobile, also of Den- as superintendent of the needle and
DON GASPER ST.
u"la' ,0 regulate lobbying by
Telephone 9 W ver, a graduate palmist, who studied domestic science work at the Slid an-- ! a
under the famous "Clieero" of Paris, nual fair to be held in Albuquerque baving a joint committee of congress
in sojourning
in
Santa Fe for a next October 6 to 11. While dulv ap-- supervise the activities of agents of
month or two, and has consented to predating the honor and compliment special interests concerned in legisla-- '
i t ad at. the l'hiza Fete, for the Wobestowed, Mrs. Seliginan will not be lion.
man's Board of Trade. .Mrs. Arends able to accept the appointment.
C. ,1. Kmerson, recently located here
comes highly recommended, and folks
who want to know something about and now at Ft. Sumner, who passed
the past, present and future of their his examination with high honors,
lives as interpreted through, the mys- over every applicant examined under
teries and the science of palmistry, the civil service, has received his apcan gain such information from visit- - pointment in the T'nited States GeoRrf)und Trip Excursion Fare,
ing the booth where the lady will sur- - logical survey as junior engineer. F.
O'Brien, of Durango, who also passed,
prise and delight her subjects.
It. may be the kids who were going has received a similar appointment.
Fe to
Lake City, Utah,
to give the Kerinis dances will riot be John E. Powers of the office located
able to do so, because the date from here, passed his examination and his
the letting out of school is so far gone, appointment is expected soon.
The Best That Can be Bought
Harry Lee, clerk of the federal
and the call of the wild, the smell of
AT ANV PRICE
and
court,
Mrs.
wife,
by
the wood flowers and the lure of the Summers are accompanied
visiting at the Valley
summer land and the
Take no chances on either
Ranch. That popular hostelry
has
seems now to so have enamored them Deen
when a small amount will give
tins
season,
largely
patronized
to
that it will be hard
get a quorum many people having been more than you me
ILUMUI1H L
protection mat you
nresent even for nractice. The kids pleased with the service received
and
need, and when you do use incannot
be
but
with
the
real
blamed,
7-1entertainment and hospitality
surance get the best, as it is
2,
outdoor fete attractions, and the pros- by Jlr. and Mrs. Miller. There
the
cheapest, and
fine
of
as
a
a
to
finale
dance
the is no more beautiful spot to spend a
pect
ALWAYS SEE
amusement, who could ask for few days to rest and to find enjoy-- ;
day's
DATES OF SALE JULY 4, 5, 6, 1913.
more than wjll be offered by the ener-- I ment in the open, than on the Pecos
getic spirits of the Woman's Board ot at the Valley Itanch.
Trade next Thursday.
Jliss Hazel and Ralph Sparks,:
The regular meeting of the Woman's daughter and son of Mr. and Mrs. Is-- ; Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST KLOOU)
l
tsoara oi j raae win ne neia next
Sparks of this city, will return
Stop-Ove- rs
Allowed In
day afternoon at the library building home tomorrow to spend their sum-who has purchased the Insur
at 2:TW o'clock, at. which time it is mer vacation with their narents Jlian' ance Business of the L. A.
'
requested that there be a full attend- Hazel has been attending the New Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
ance, to discuss, among other mat England Conservatory of Music, at
good companies,good.protection
ters, the final arrangements for the Boston, and Ralph the Kentucky
Fete.
Their
institute.
has
who
father
jtary
been In the east on a business trip
will meet them at Chicago, and the
San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
Sciiooi oi Dauciii
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LADIES'

At Less Than Cost

Easiness

SEL1GMAN

$1.50
$2.00
$4.00
$5.00
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GOODS

WHITE

GO.

SKIRTS

are making SPECIAL REDUCTIONS on all

We

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

DRY

FIVfe

White Underskirts for Ladies.
Skirts in Fine Nainsooks, Embroidered
Skirls Trimmed In Lace and Insertion

Skirls, Wide Embroidery flouncing
Skirts Trimmed in Lace and Embroidery

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$1.13
$1.39
$2.69
$3.23

t.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

PHONE 180.

!

PROPERTY

-

INSURE WITH

t

t

j

adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city
and electric lights; no bath. Lot 55x108 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
repairs and improvements will greatly enhance value.

PROPERTY

n

Reasonable Terms.

Price, $1,825.00.

PFNT

O. C. WATSON & CO.

AND REST CONTENT.

Is This a Bargain ?
water

Six-roo-

i

Spanish-America-

IM WARD

JOSEPH
Koom

::::

B. HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
IF JT'S REAL ESTATE, HAY" WARD

HAS IT.

-

BISHOP)

j

tttttttttttttttttT

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?

1

of:'

e

When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISMLSrun by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all
e
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

j

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

high-grad-

1

j.

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.

i

t.

,..,

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

u

-

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

THE STAR BARN

A

W. A. WILLIAMS,

j

-

-

PROPRIETOR.

1

enver&Bio Grande R.R.

CA
D0T.V U

Salt

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

INSURANCE

i

Sdnta

GENERAL LIVERY

Hay, Grain

1

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

j

FRANK M. JONES,

AND RETAIL.

mili-Plaz- a

u"
the

ftporimcnl

;

1

WHOLESALE

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - 1 16 Galisteo St.

1

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

f

-

MIMIIIIIIIIMIfM

ilon-mae-

j

-:-

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

j

Both Directions
Within Final Limit.

Flour I

-

Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.

1913.

RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 31.

a-

We Can Save You Money.

LUUUflllUllriL flUUUumilUI!

J

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

PLATE GLASS

MTinuu cnnnimnim nccnnininii

FINAV

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

FIRE, LIFE,

i

j

ACCOUNT ANNUAL CONVENTION

July

PONIES.

Re-

THE AMERICAN

j

aHENRY

KRICIte--

DISTRIBUTOR OF

f
Mrs. Test s Classes in Firetiien s Hall stndies in
l lie Society ot the Cincinnati, which
Children's Class Begins Krldnj. June 20, 3 1. M
sanized by General Washington and
'
"
" 8 "
Adult Practice (Mass '
or-- 1
is the original patriotic society
Assembly tieninsFriday, .lune SO.fl to 11.30 P.M.
his officers at the end of the revoluPrivate Lessons. Famry Dancing Taughi.
tionary war in 17S3, has invited Hon.
L. Bradford Prince to deliver the an- -

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

j

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

nual address this year, at the meet-- !
H.
KAUNE
GC. ing of the society to be held in New-- !
port on the fourth of July. By spe- cial act of the Rhode Island legisla-- !
Where Quality Governs the Price ture the society has the use of the
state house at Newport on each Inde- and Price the Quality
pendence day for the purpose of this
Governor:
meeting.
Unfortunately
Prince has been obliged to decline the
invitation as he is just returning to
Its not a new Idea, but one
New Mexico and will be in Santa Fe
in a few days and cannot make anothwell worth considering when
er trip to the east for this purpose.
you buy your Groceries. The
purity and wholesomenrsa of
all foods sold In our store
Is your best kind of Health
CONWAYS ENTERTAIN
Insurance for you. Infsrlor
goods are not sold by v. We
leave that to tho who wish
THE INSTITUTE
to take chances.
HIGH
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
PLEASING
FEATURE
SOCIAL
OF THE
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
COUNTY TEACHERS
upon which we want our
Ptaase
reputation to rest,
SUPERINTENDENT
OF
AND
remember this.

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Aent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe New

THE

S.

M.

ffl Groce
COMPANY

j

f

Jf

pfl--JKb

llrlK

o

IrEl-WATERMAJac-

l
I
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IFYOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-clastationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

GATHERING-HOSPITAL-

And, if you wanted to make your business stationer'
100
efficient, you would specify

HIS WIFE.

JUST RECEIVED
Another car load of
Boss Patent Flour.
PURE FOODS
.

(Fac-Simi- le

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter

Monarch Canned Goods,
Richelieu Canned (foods,
Hunt's Hand Peeled Call for
nia Canned Fruits.
CHASE & SANBORN'S

productive-Jus- t

specify COUPON BOND today.
difference. Let us show you samples.

And see the

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
Santa Ft, N. M.

This noon the members of the institute and the department of educa
tion were royally entertained by Su
perintendent J. V. Conway and his
wife at a social gathering at the high

school

building,

where delicious

ice

cream and cake were served to all. It
was a most enjoyable affair and the
teachers were all sincere in their appreciation of the kindness and hospitality of their host and hostess.
Before the noon entertainment the
usual exercises were conducted, quite
a number of selections by the teachers and songs by the entire gathering

Tea and Coffee.

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really

ITY

HsIIMFRTnIIROT i

Mrs, Warner

mm

Is now furnishing us
with her fresh HOME
MADE BREAD and
ROLLS, PIES, COFFEE CAKES, LAYER
CAKES, Etc., every
hour in the day. If
you have tried them
we need say no more,
but if you have not,
gtt busy, you don't
know what you have
been missing.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO- -

PRESERVING.

ft

Where Prices ar R.
Foi- - Safc Oualitv

scholastic year.
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:.
r
n .
r
Airs.
j. rt. wngiier, iib oi isanut
iFe's energetic and able school super- -

.

Chicago,

.

St. Paul,

.

On

....
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SAN FRANCISCO,

OAKLAND,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th,

1913.

Return limit, October 31st,

1913

SPECIAL. EXCURSIONS

LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,

FINE CANDIES

on

I

i ruinnn

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnrii.

tfA
9X9.00

SAN FRANCISCO.
OAKLAND,

Dates of sale, June JO, July 1, 2, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Also on sale August 22, 2J.24, 25, 26. 27, 28, 29.

Superintendent Conway addressed
the institute upon the work during
the work of the past year and that to

GO.

Pueblo,

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
51.85 St. Louis,
47.35

LOS ANGELES.
SAN DIEGO,

being rendered.

H. S. KAUNE

.

CALIFORITIA
CiB ee
$55.55

We save you moneyon
FOR

Denver,

51.85 Buffalo, N. Y . . 66.45
New York,
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale-

Fresh Vegetables Daily

STRAWBERRIES

RATES

'

fLara

$50.55

Return limit, August 31st.

Rsturn limit, Oct. 22,
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
sale to many other points in the United States and Canada
For further particulars call on or address,

S. LUTZ, Agt.,
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Published Dally
The Santa Fo New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly
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Socoad Clesa Matter

Branson M. Cutting..
Charles M. Statiffer .
J. Wight Glddlngs.

Dally, per year, by
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Dally, par
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quite
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Mil Weakly, all mentha

per year
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famous Pecos river, the Hudson of
New Mexico.
Among the visitors this week might
be mentioned Mrs. A. 3!. Loomis, Mrs.
.1. H.
Happer, Mrs. W. B. Latta, Mrs.
Koxie Loomis, W. B. Latta and chauffeur, of El Paso, who are touring
New Mexico in their Winton Six. They
are all most enthusiastic in theii

praise of the Valley Ranch and Mr.
Latta greatly enjoyed fishing, return
ing to the ranch one day with a beautiful string of trout.
M.

"All of Today's Newa Today"
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Capital Stock
Surplus and Profits
Circulation
Deposits

K-

VALLEY RANCH,

THE VALLEY RANCH,

BANK

LIABILITIES.

Valley Ranch since he left home.

ft Booklet Free on Request

NATIONAL

Dempsey, of Cape Girardon, Mo.,

here this week ,and says he is
from the "show me'1 state, but hasn't
been ehown anything as beautiful as
is

FIRST

1913.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
$ 656,035.37
Bonds and Securities
92,943.38
United States Bonds
70,000.00
House
Furniture and Fixtures..
Banking
45,916.93
Cash on hand and in banks
300,096.47

T

Are you tired? Need a rest after a
strenuous year's work?
Here's the
place for you.
Want to have a good time in God's
Want to fish?
great
Like good sport in
Ride horseback?
the open?
Come to Valley Ranch, the Switzerland of America, on the banks of the

RATES

(101

If
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.General Manager
.,.
Editor

SUBSCRIPTION
mill

W
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...President

Condensed Statement
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3

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

Weekly,

SATURDAY, JUNE 21, 1913.

V

f

$1,164,992.15
$

150,000.00
101,920.94
38,400.00
874,671.21

$1,164,992.15

NEW MEXICO.

As made to

the Comptroller of the Currency
der his call for report for June 4, 1913.

un-

in vaudeville
to earn money, she the hands of Governor McDonald, who
says, so it is again shown that a title appointed a new board. The first
I! does not always carry the coin with thing the new board did was to fire
orre IIit
HA
otto
it.
Dr. Smith and hire Dr. W. P. Mills to
Lady Constanline lias broken into dc the work. Dr. Smith sued the
board for the balance due him on his
print thusly:
As Seen By the Kids.
"The human body is the most contract, and the court decided that
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 A prize essay contest
OFFICE 286
has been go- marvelous
work of God, and it is a some nine thousand dollars were due
ing on in Utah in which, school chil- sin to regard nakedness
from a sex him. The case will be appealed to
dren were the contestants. One sub- point of view. People have got to the
supreme court. Incidentally Dr.
TO TAOS AND RIO ARRIBA.
ject given out was "Mother." Here be educated and children taught to Smith is a Republican and Dr. Mills is
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state
the
of
the
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of
a
The meeting
are
highway
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
gems
thought given develop their bodies to the highest a Democrat.
Lordsburg Liberal.
commissioners and members of road boards of Taos and Rio Arriba counties cut by the kids:
point of perfection in strength and
"Mothers are a necessity."
False modesty is idiotic
beauty.
gives promise of much in the future in the way of closer intercourse and
"Mothers were the first ones that an(j wjcked. Children should not be CLOUDCROFT
increase of business between the counties concerned in the good roads movement.
brought us into the world."
taught to cover all but the face and
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
WITH MERRY DANCE
"In doing the wrong thing, if we hands.
The gathering here in Santa Fe was thoroughly representative and the
private baths. Electric light, Steam rteat,
"Corsets are brutal and Btupid.
men who assembled are alive, to the value of easier access between the points would just take our mothers' advice
N. M., June 21.- The
a
torture
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mar
a
conditions.
be
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right."
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always
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the
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improvement
are
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involved
"One mother, and one only, is the mind. A loose flowing robe showing largest crowd this season attended the
As
Seligman said In his opening remarks, roads are not built
the perfect lines of a form is charm- - dance at the Pavilion Wednesday
and the encouraging most anyone can have."
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
by magic or by fault finding, but by money and labor,
i ne sun night.
was composed of busiDuring the afternoon there had
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is
that
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about
present
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wear
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collars
that
so
in
a good rain
shirts and
that the dust was
contempla- a shin without a rudder."
ness men who know how to conduct an enterprise of the kind
They should go back to settled and it was very cool, making
".Mothers generally
suggest the ridiculous.
tion.
H pleasant to dance.
The Pavilion
of State Engineer French is also cause tMnfu iiwinlK lipcnme famous for do- lue ancient, roues.
The enthusiastic
Yes, false modesty is foolish, but now is certainly arranged cozy and
The work, when inaugurated will be in competent ing."
for great encouragement.
real modesty is one of the human char comfortably.
"A mother is a female parent.''
hiuids, and the prospect for this Jong desired, much needed road building
The C'loudcroft directory is to be
"The cause of the Balkan war in acteristics that ranks high and everylooks bright indeed.
I
one should strive to possess it
From
congratulated for the complete change
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Every
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CHARLEY
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Ten miles shorter than any other
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Lights and Baths.
is unusually good this season.
way. Good covered hack an
good
with their great, stretching valleys, so full of promise, will rejoice at this but with the spirit of recognition in it. jmagine any sudden change like, that Mr. R. V.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
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valley
It is hardly to be expected that the
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
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241 San Francisco Street.
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Enough Said.
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A BLOOD INFUSION.
ability to value it and prize it. Indeed the 1912 girl graduates of a northern complimented and it is enjoyed by all.
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